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Ilecausc un\ ol flir underclass are hut ourselves,
Once or (wire or thrice removed,
l!\ (lie lime ol life a ml lime ol learning;
Because your smaller likeness in I his,
tn enduring annual.
Is as a planted crop,
01 whose blossoming and of whose fruits,
Neither your faith nor ours,
Dreads Ihe draught or fears Ihe flood;
And because your soil is our soil,
And our Rollins is your Kollins
We of Ihe senior class
Dedicate to you,
This hook.
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We have endeavored to present, in the fol-
lowing pages, a true record of events as they
occurred during the past year. Our Tomokan
strives not to attain position in the literary
world, but to make lasting those never-to-be-
forgotten days spent on the campus. So claim-
ing no more than good intention, the fol lowing
history humbly awaits your judgment.
When making your judgment remember a
history may be likened to a mirror. If you turn
the mirror a little this way or that, the reflected
outlines alter. It all depends upon the view-
point—and a turning of the mirror. No two
persons
7
viewpoints are exactly alike. Every-
body's mirror reflects a different side, even the
editor's.





THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A
PERSONAL AND A PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT SURROUNDING A
STUDENT IS IMPORTANT IN
DEVELOPING MORALITY, MANNERS,
AND HABITS. THE ROLLINS
COLLEGE CAMPUS, WITH ITS
UNIFIED ARCHITECTURE
PROVIDES A SPLENDID BACKGROUND
FOR CULTURE AND DEMOCRACY.




To the Class of 1948:
You are the largest and in many ways the most mature Senior Class ever
to be graduated from Rollins College.
Many ol you who gave several years of your life to the defense of vour
country are more mature than your classmates. You have gained a knowledge
of life than can he acquired only by living out in the world. You have gained
knowledge and wisdom to some extent as a result of vour stay here and because
ol that you are undoubtedly better equipped to meet the many problems of the
world than I or most ol your instructors were when we left college.
Never has the world needed wisdom and knowledge as much as it does
today. The generation now coming into power will carry us a little farther than
my generation was able to do, but without vour intelligent help they will not be
able to accomplish much in solving the race problem, the problem of distribution
ot wealth or the problem of world government in an atomic age.
Remember that all real progress is made by individuals who are not afraid
to fight. Good luck in your endeavor and blessings upon you all!
Hamilton Holt,
President of Rollins College.

Dean Stone's Message
To The Class of 1948
Many of you have drained me dry of messages so
that anything I say now is an old story.
Von have heard me say that real learning occurs
when the things you hold good are so much a part of
von that they become the unconscious source of all von
do. But the important thing, of course, is what you
are. rather than what you do. If vou now see clearly
the kind of a person vou want to be, you are an
educated person, and if you have learned to see and
act toward others in terms of their pictures of what
thev want to be, you have gained the type of insight
which citizens in a democracy should have.
I hate to see you go. God bless vou.
Wendell C. Stone,
Dean of Rollins.
Wendell C. Stone
Dean of Rollins
Message to the Class of 1948
Giving advice is too simple; receiving advice is both
an art and a mystery. For most of us arc apt to take
only what we want and to execute neat reasons for
leaving the rest. Of course the sum total of good ad-
vice always enumerates the same values of love, self-
lessness, courage, and justice, and they are not always
thrilling. If only something new would be invented
in the way of values for life, virtue might be more
exciting. But the same old values, vou will find, are
the coin of the realm and will continue to be until
we either live up to them or men are made over.
I haven'f known the class of '48 too well, for they
have been seniors while I have been a freshman, but
for them I wish courage for their ideals; wisdom for
their choices, humility for their relations with God
and man. May thev ever lead and join hand and heart,
wherever thev mav be, to further the causes of Justice,
Mercy, and Love.
Theodore S. Darrah,
Dean of the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Theodore S. Darrah
Dean of the Knowles Memorial Chapel
To the Class of 1948
You arc entering n new world — a world which stud In s away
before you, Idled with all the mysterj ol romance and lire.
I like (o think ol you individually rather than a class group,
so in in\ farewell message to you, I am clasping each ol you
bv the hand, looking into your eyes, and wishing you Godspeed.
Your careers lie before you. You arc facing a world ol
opportunit) equipped for service. We have faith in your ability.
Cherish your friendships, keep your Faith in each other, and
your trust in God always.
In m\ parting word t<> you I wish to point out thai the
subjects \ <>u have studied, the contacts you have made have
an intellectual and moral value as well as a Financial one
The supreme purposi ol hie is not to gather material riches
only. To lie sure, a man must work lor financial gain ill order
to keep alive, lint the onh reasonable justification for his
keeping ali\( is that he shall have a lile worth living—a lite
that is more than a phvsical existence. I' riends, society, phil-
osophy, literature, art-all that tends to the appreciation ol
beauty, with the knowledge ol truth, all that enriches the
intellectual interest, that kindles the imagination, that brings
power, breadth, and balance, are part ol your heritage.
"I low e'er it be, it seems to me
'tis only noble to be good
Kind hearts are more than coronets
And simple faith than Norman blood.
We believe in the class ol L948, in your ability to make the
world a better place to work in.
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.
A. D. Enyart,
nam (if Men.
Marian van Buren Cleveland
/ )< an of Women
A. 1 ). Em \t!
i
Dean of Men
To the Class of 1948
When a friend goes away on a long journey, saying goodbye
is a difficult thing because we who arc left behind are torn
between sadness at the parting and vicarious jo) and excite-
ment Over the adventures that I'c ahead ol the travelers.
During the lour years ol your college life—years that looked
so long when yon were a Ircshman and that seem so short now
that they arc over—you became a part ol Rollins. Now Rollins
has become a part ol you, and consciously or unconsciously
you carry Rollins with you into your new lilc
Tin 1 world needs you, it needs men and women ol high
caliber, men and women ol intelligence and integrity, freed
by their training from prejudice and ignorance, pettiness and
unkindness, snobbery and selfishness, cowardice and b ar.
So here are the qualities I hope that Rollins has helped > oil
to develop:
Intellectual curiosity and open-mindedness. the abilitv to
think for yourself and to think clearly; the abilitv to weigh and
judge; the moral courage to lace responsibility and to stand
up lor your ideals against opposition and even ridicule; the
energy to translate those ideals into action and the intelligence
and persuasiveness to interpret them to others; graciousness,
courtesy, and true thoughtfulness, and the inner serenitv that
will make each one ol von a friend to be depended upon, a
fellow worker to be respected, a husband or wife to be loved
and trusted, a parent to be proud ol.
Each one ol von has your own important role to plav , and
in the last analysis it matters far more what kind ol a person
you are than what kind ol work you do.
Keep in touch with your Rollins friends and please count
me always as one ol them.
Marian van Buren Cleveland,
Demi tij Women,
IB' • MH
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Alice Acrct-
A.B.
Girls' Athletics
Donald Allen
A.B., A.M.
Theatre Arts
Edwin Clarke
A.B., A.M. Ph.D.
Sociology
Theodore Collier
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., L.H.D.
History
Howard Bailey
A. B.
Theatre Arts
James Bell
B. S., Ph.D.
Chemistry
William Constable
M.A.
English
Nina Dean
A.B., A.M.
English
Barbara Bennett
A.M.
English
Udolpho Bradley
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
History
Wilbur Dorsett
A.B., A.M.
Theatre Arts
Paul Fenlon
A.B., B.S.
Economics
Elizabeth Cameron
A.B., B.L.S.
Art
Angela Campbell
A.M.
Spanish
Rudolph Fischer
A.B., A.M.
French. German
William Fort
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
Psychology
John Carter
B.M.
Music
Walter Charmbury
Music
Royal Fronce
A.B., A.M.
Economics
George Freeman
D.S.
Advertising
Norman Gilbert
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Physics
Edwin Granberry
A B
, Litt.D.
Creative Writing
Antonia Lamb
A.B., A.M.
Spanish
Wu-chi Liu
A.B., Ph.D.
English
Donald Greason
Art
Kathryn Hanna
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
History
Flora Magoun
A.B., A.M.
Business Education
John McDowall
B.S., M.S.
Physical Education
Alfred Hanna
A.B., L.H.D.
History
Arthur Hutchins
Music
William Melcher
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Business Administration
Charles Mendell
A.B., A.M.
English
Ralph Huntley
A. B.
Physics
Edward Jones
B. S., C.E.
Mathematics
Constance Ortmayer
Sculpture
Fleetwood Peoples
Dir. Aquatic Sports
Wendell King
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Sociology
Robert Kleinhans
A.B., A.M.
Biology
Isaac Phelps
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Chemistry
Mabel Ritch
Music
Charles Rex
A.B., B.M.
Music
George Saute
Ph.B., A.M.
Mathematics
Paul Vestal
A. B., A.M., Ph.D.
Biology
Marie Wagner
B. S., A.M., Ph.D.
English
Bernice Shor
B.S., M.S.
Biology
Rhea Smith
A.B., A.M.
History
Ph.D.
Alexander Waite
A.B., M.Ed., Ph.D.
Psychology
A.B.
Willard Wattles
A.M., Litt.D.
English
Nathan Starr
A.B., A.M.,
English
Ph.D.
Colette Van Boecop
French
Florence Wilde
Art
William Whitaker
A.B., A.M.
Speech
NOT PICTURED
Alphonse Carlo
Music
Rest Fenner
A.B., A.M.
History
Eugenie Grand
A. B.
French
Christopher Honaas
B. M., M.M.
Music
Hugh McKean
A.B., A.M.
Art
Ainslie Minor
A. B., A.M., Ph.D.
Spanish
Helen Moore
B.M.
Music
Audrey Packham
B.S., A.M.
Education
Waldo Plympton
LL.B.
Government
Everett Roberts
B.M.
Music
John Tiedtke
A.B., M.C.S.
Economics







BORIS ARNOV, JR.
Kappa Alpha Order
Major: Science
[ntra-mural football, volleyball, and swimming;
French Club; German Club; Photography Club;
Student Council; [nter-fraternity Council; World
Federalists.
CLAUDE ALLISON
Phi Kappa Psi
Major: Accounting
Transfer from Freed-Hardeman College; Cornell
University; Brown University; Pi Gamma Mu;
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award.
MARY ALICE AUSTIN
Alpha Gamma Delta
Major: Commercial Art
Transfer from University of Minnesota; Studio
Club; Chapel Choir; Chapel Publicity Committee;
Pan-American League; Usher.
CAROLE AUSTEN
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Major: Psychology
Pan-American League (Secretary and President);
Casa Iberia Committee; Social Committee of Col-
lege; Pi Gamma Mu Honorary Society; Honor Roll;
Sandspur; Studio Club; Florida Poetry Society;
Usher; Independent Show; Transfer from Columbia
University.
JUANITA AULT
Independent
Major: General Human Relations
Independent; transfer From Florida State Univer-
sity; Race Relations Committee, Treasurer; Inter-
national Relations Club; Chapel Publicity; World
Federalists Organization; Pi Gamma Mu Honorary;
Annie Russell Usher.
CONNIE BOGARDUS
Kappa Alpha Theta
Major: English
Transfer from Ohio State University; Indepen-
dent Show; Independent basketball.
LEE BONGART
Kapfxi Kappa Gamma
Major: General Human Relations
President and Scholarship Chairman of Sorority;
German Club; Tarpon; Varsity Golf; H Club; Sec-
retary of Senior Class; Tomokan Staff; Transfer,
University of Illinois.
MARY-EUGENIA BRANNING
Chi Omega
Major: Voice
Chapel Choir; Bach Choir; Glee Club; Freshman
Show ; German Club; French Club; Usher; Chapel
Header; Chi Omega Hush Chairman; Herald; Intra-
mural Volleyball and Horse Show.
NANCY DUFFY BRODSKY
Phi Mu
Major: General Human Relations
Flamingo.
JEAN BOHRER BROWN
Pi Beta Phi
Major: English
Who's Who; Order of Libra, Secretary-Treasurer;
Phi Society, Secretary-Treasurer, President; Key
Society, Vice-President; Sorority, Pledge Supervisor,
President, Convention Delegate. Corresponding
Secretary, Winner Zeta Province Amy B. Onken
Award; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Essay Award;
Tomokan Staff, Literary Editor; R Book Editor;
Sandspur Staff; Publications Union; Pan-Hellenic
President; Honor Roll; Chapel Program Committee;
Pan-American Club; Varsity Volleyball; Institute of
World Government, Secretary; Chapel Choir.
LOIS JEAN CHEESMAN
Alpha Phi
Major: General Science
Alpha Phi, Efficiency Chairman, Treasurer; St
Crew, "The Transient Hour' and "Blithe Spit
Chapel Choir; Bach Choir.

BURKE L. CHISHOLM
X Club
Major: Mathematics
Varsity Football; R Club.
VIRGINIA CLARK
Phi Mu
Major: Business Administration
Sorority, Registrar, Fraternity Education Di-
rector, Secretary; Annie Russell Usher; Intramurals;
Tomokan Staff; Social Committee of Senior Class.
BARBARA COITH
Pi Beta Phi
Major: English
Transfer horn ^gnes Scott College; Pi Beta Phi;
Pledge Supervisor; Song Chairman; Day Student
President; Chapel Header; Chapel Choir, Secretary;
Bates College Board; Phi Beta, Secretary; Fred
Stone Production: "The Old Maid,' Annie Bussell
Production: "The Barretts of Wimpole Street"; Bach
Festival; Order of Libra.
GEORGE D. COCALIS
Sigma Nil
Major: Business Administration
Chapel Header; Acting Award, "You Can t Take
It With You," "Kind Lady," "Lady Precious Stream,"
"Joan of Lorraine," "The Valiant"; Junior Varsity
Crew.

WILLIAM DAVIS
Independent
Major: General Science
Sandspur; Intramural Touch Football; Intramural
Swimming; Independent Men, Treasurer; Rollins
Players; Theta Alpha Phi; Plays: State or the Union,
Our Town, The Pigeon, Mark Twain, Antigone,
Time of Your Life, The Glass Menagerie; Inde-
pendent Show.
L. ELLIOTT DAWSON
X Club
Major: Economies
Student Council; Social Committee; Welcoming
Committee; Veterans' Club.
NORMA DEPPERMAN
Kappa Alpha Theta
Major: Psychology
Kappa Alpha Theta; intramural representative,
treasurer, corresponding secretary; H Club; Intra-
murals; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award; tennis,
swimming, basketball, volleyball varsities.
JOSEPH LUTHER DIEDRICH
Kappa Alpha Order
Major: English
[ntra-mural swimming and volleyball; Allied
Literary Society; Chapel Usher; Pan-Amei
I ,eague.
DONALD J. ELLROTT
Lambda Chi Alpha
Major: Bu s i i i ess Admiriist raHon
Chapel Usher; Winner of Algernon Sydney Sul-
livan Award: Newman Club; Sandspur Staff; Intra-
mural football, baseball, basketball, tennis, and
volleyball.
WESTON LEWIS EMERY
Delta Chi
Major: English
Delta Chi, President; Coxswain of Varsity Crew;
Canterbury Club, Vice-President; Intramurals;
United World Federalists.
HARRIET FEINBERG
Independent
Major: English
World Federalists; Wallace Club; International
Relations Club; Stage Craft Work: "Joan of Lor-
raine," "School for Scandal," "Time of Your Life,"
and Independent Show.
JIM ALBERT ERNSTER
Kiij)))<i Alpha Order
Major: Business Administration
Director of Freshman Show; Freshman Players;
International Relations Club; Inter-Racial Commit-
tee; Pan-American League; Sandspur; Tomokan,
Editor; Editor of Qwertyuiop; World Federalists;
Speech Society; Debate; Student-Faculty Post-W ar
Policies; Fiesta Committee; Chairman ol Senior
Dance Coin in.; Welcoming Comm.. Chapel Header;
Student Productions; "And Spring Will Come" and
"Time of Your Life"; k.A. Pusli Comm.; Publica-
tions Union; k.A. Social Comm.; Minstrel Show
Director; K.A. Pledge Captain, K.A. President; Var-
sity and Intramural Crew; Transfer, Dartmouth.
GERALD FARRENS
Sigma Nu
Major: Economics
Chapel Usher, Head Usher; Play: "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street"; Intramurals; Student Council;
Chapel Reader; Sigma Nu, Hush Chairman, Lieu-
tenant Commander.
ROBERT CLARK FERGUSON
Lambda Chi Alpha
Major: Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha, President, Social Chairman,
Rush Chairman, Official Delegate National Conven-
tion; Student Council, Senior Dance Committee,
Social Committee, Building Committee, Seventh
War Loan Drive Committee, Welcoming Commit-
tee; Faculty-Veterans Committee; Vice-President
Rollins' Veteran Organization; Flying Club, Pres-
ident; Rollins Radio Players; Fred Stone Plays: "The
Pigeon" and "The Old Maid"; Chapel Reader;
Freshman Football; Intramurals; Sandspur; O. O.
O. O.; O. D. K.

EARL FREDERICK FLANAGAN
X Club (Sigma Chi)
Major: Business Administration
Transfer University of Florida; Intramurals;
Chapel Usher; Student Council, Student Comp-
troller, Student Finance Committee; Publications
Union; X Club Treasurer.
MARJORIE ANN FOWLER
Gamma Phi Beta
Major: Voice
Corresponding Secretary of Sorority; Phi Beta;
German Club; Radio Workshop; Organ Vespers
Soloist; Chapel Reader; Usher; Victory Expansion
Radio Program; Soloist on Central Florida Artist
Radio Series; "Stars of Tomorrow" Winner; Rollins
Fashion Show Soloist; Church Soloist.
CHARLOTTE VIRGINIA GATES
Alpha Phi
Major: Business Administration
Transfer from Stephens College; Tarpon; All-Star
Basketball Team; Intramural Teams; Sorority, In-
tramural Representative; Flying Club.
I
VIRGINIA GIGUERE
Independent
Major: Piano
German Club; Poetry Club; Chapel Program
Committee; Chapel Choir; Bach Choir; Campus
Sing Group Leader; Phi Beta; Pi Kappa Lambda
Junior Award; Sandspur; Flamingo Contributor;
Rose Mills Powers Poetry Contest, Second Prize;
Pi Kappa Lambda.
INA FRANCES GOLDBERG HERMAN GOODWIN, JR.
Independent
Major: English
International Relations Committee; Victory Ex-
pansion Show: "Make Mine Fantasy."
X Club
Major: Business Administration
Transfer from University of Florida; Secretary
and President of Fraternity; lnter-fraternity Coun-
cil; Welcoming Committee; Varsity Golf; Who's
Who; Pi Gamma Mu; Omicron Delta Kappa; Intra-
mural softball, football, swimming, tennis, golf.
Sorority Efficiency Chairman, Marshal, Quarterly
Correspondent; Sandspur; French Club; Riding
Club.
Independent Men's Vice-President, Student
Council; Intramurals; Rollins Scientific Society.
KAYE HAENICHEN
Alpha Phi
Major: French
Community Service, Treasurer, Recording Secre-
tary; Health Unit, Chairman; French Club, Presi-
dent. Secretary; Tarpon, Co-Captain; Varsity Swim-
ming Team; Welcoming Committee; German Club;
Chapel Header; Sorority, Assistant Treasurer, Re-
cording Secretary, Intramural Representative; Sand-
spur; Flamingo; A. P. Social Committee; Senior Loan
Committee; Annie Russell Production, Tartuffe;
Algernon Svdney Sullivan Award.
CHARLES GUNDELACH
Independent
Major: Histon/
Independent. Secretary; Manager: Football, base-
ball; Student Council; "R" Club; Pan-American
Club; Usher for Chapel; Sandspur; Tomokan;
Flamingo; International Relations; Inter-Racial
Club; World Federalist.
ALICE VOORHIS HANSEN
Pi Beta Phi
Major: Art
Pi Beta Phi, Activities and Scholarship Chairman,
Rush Captain, Scholarship Ring and Senior Plaque,
Student Council, Senior Dance Committee; Tomo-
kan, Art Editor; "R" Rook \it Editor; Second
Prize. Hiram Powers National \rt Ward; [ntra-
murals.
DONALD REEVES HANSEN
Ka))p« Alpha
Major: Education
Fraternity Rush Chairman, Pledge Trainer;
Freshman Football, Varsity Football, Track, Intra-
mural baseball, vollevball, basketball.
LOIS HARDY
Kappa Alpha I lift a
Major: History
Vice-President Freshman Class; Rollins Scientific
Socictv; Tarpon; Chairman of All-College Fiesta;
Sorority Rush Chairman; Welcoming Committee;
Tomokan; Sandspur.
MARY CLAIR UPTHEGROVE
Kappa Alpha Theta
Major: Government
kappa Alpha Theta. Archivist, Scholarship Chair-
man, Social Chairman; Freshman ( 'lass Treasurer,
Dance Comm., Show; Welcoming Committee; Stu-
dent Council, Building Committee; Tomokan;
French Club, Vice-Pres.; Pan-American League;
Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-President, Pres.; Casa
Iberia Committee; Student Federalists, Chapter
President; W. F., United World Federalists, Execu-
tive Board; Rollins Institute of World Government,
Executive Council, State Steering Committee; Rol-
lins Representative State Meeting United Nations
Associations; Annie Russell Usher; Lntramurals,
Swimming, Volleyball, Basketball, Horse Show,
Tennis Manager; Varsity Swimming, Tennis; Tar-
pon, Co-captain, Coach; Cheerleading, Captain;
Lifeguard; International Relations Cub; Race Re-
lations Committee; Rollins Scientific Society;
Chapel Program Committee, Chairman; Canterbury
Club, Secretarv-Treasurer; Rollins Representative
National YAV.C.A., State Meeting; Chapel Reader;
Chapel Choir, Social Secretary; Bach Choir; Glee
Club; "R Club; Vice-President Senior (Mass. Senior
Committee; The Order of The Libra; Who's Who;
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Scholarship Award.
TENNA HEAD
Gamma Phi Beta
Major: General Human Relations
Student Council; Pan-Hellenic Council; President
and Secretary of Sorority; Chapel Staff; Chapel
Fund Drive; Welcoming Committee; Pace Rela-
tions; International Relations; Community Service
Committee; Transfer from Southern Seminary and
funior College.
\
BARBARA HERRING
/ndependent
Major: Piano
Phi Society; Phi Beta; Pi Kappa Lambda; Chapel
Choir; Bach Festival; Independent Show. Make
Mine Fantasy; Independent Sing. Director; Recitals,
Winter Park. Orlando, Central Florida; Sullivan
Award; Conservatory Accompanist.
BICKLEY HILLYARD ELEANOR LORRAINE HOLDT
Pi Beta Flu
Major: History
Social Service Committee; Business Manager of
Tomokan; Publications Union; Sororitv, Treasurer,
Vice-President, Social Chairman, Intramural Repre-
sentative; Annie Russell Usher; Animated Magazine
Usher; Senior Social Committee.
kappa Alpha Theta
Major: General Human Relations
Kappa Alpha Theta, Archivist, President; Race
Relations Committee, Chairman; United World
Federalists, Recording Secretary; Pi Gamma Mu;
The Order of the Libra, President; Pan-American
League; Intramural Vollevball; Pan-Hellenic Coun-
cil: Mademoiselle College Forum; Who's Who.
PERCY JOHN HUBBARD
Independent (Phi Delta Theta)
Major: Business Administration
Chapel Choir, Crucifer; [ntramurals; Swimming
Team.
ROBERT HORACE HUMPHREYS
Kappa Alpha Order
Major: History
Chapel Header; Hollins Players; Intramural anc
Varsity Golf; Chairman K.A. Courtesy Committee
K.A. Campus Sing Director.
ELIZABETH ANN JONES CARL OWEN JONES, JR.
Phi Mu
Major: English
Phi Mu, President, Student Council, Panhellenic
Council, Welcoming Committee; International Re-
lations ( lommittee.
Sigma Nn
Major: Business Administration
Sigma Nu, Commander, Student Council, Wel-
coming Committee, Interfraternitv Council, Presi-
dent; Sandspur; Publications Union. Advertising
Commissioner.
EDYTHE MILBREY JENKINS
/ ndependent
Major: General Human Relations
JOYCE VALERIE JUNGCLAS
Chi Omega
Major: English
International Helations Club; German Club;
Poetry Club; Writer's Club; Canterbury Club; Pan-
American League; Science Club; Intramural Volley-
ball, Golf, Horsemanship; Sandspur; Flamingo;
Sororitv. Personnel Chairman.
TP I
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SHIRLEY KIRK
Gamma Phi Beta
Major: Commercial Art
Chapel Publicity Committee; Treasurer and Vice-
President of French Club; Welcoming Committee;
Studio Club; Usher; House President.
EDITH LA BOITEAUX
Kappa Alpha Theta
Major: Biology
French Club; Rollins Scientific Society; Zeta
Alpha Epsilon; Student Council, House Committee,
Social Committee; Varsity Hockey; Welcoming
Committee; Sorority Recording Secretary.
BARBARA LEWIS
Independent
Major: Theatre Arts
Student Council Representative; Theta Alpha
Phi; Phi Beta; Rollins' Players; Inter-racial Club;
Annie Russell Productions: "Kind Lady," "State of
the Union," "Tartuffe," "Mark Twain," "Joan of
Lorraine"; Assistant Director of Freshman Show;
Co-Director and Author of "Make Mine Fantasy,"
"If the Show Fits." "That Kid Kidd"; Author of
Senior-Faculty Show; Director of ' rime of Your
Life."


MADGE MARTIN
Independent
Major: Theater Arts
Plays: "Alice In Wonderland," "Antigone," "The
Whiteheaded Boy," "Joan of Lorraine," "The Male
Animal," "The Cherry Orchard," "The Barretts of
Wimpole Street"; The Rollins Players; Theta Alpha
Phi; Chapel Reader; Forensics; Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Award.
JENNY MILLIGAN
Kappa Alpha Theta
Major: Psychology
Transfer, Skidmore College; Tarpon; Intramural
Representative; Intramural Volleyball and Swim-
ming.
OTTIS A. MOONEY
X Club
Major: Education
Varsity Football; R Club.
NANCY SWAN MORGAN
Alpha Phi
Major: Business Administration
Transfer from Stephens College; Sorority, Cor-
responding Secretary; Intramural Teams.
ALBERT MULLEN ALICE O'NEAL
Delta Chi
Major: Economics
President of Veteran's Club; Student Constitution
Committee; Rollins Delegate to Conference of Sou-
thern Colleges and Universities; Speech Society;
l'i Kappa Delta: Welcoming Committee; Interna-
tional Relations Club: Student Council; Student-
Faculty Committee; Aquatic Exhibition; Indepen-
dent Show ; Social Committee; French Club; Horse
Show
.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Major: Zoology
Student Council, Student-Faculty Committee,
Inner Council, Rollins Advisory Committee. Build-
ing Committee; Who's Who; Rollins Scientific So-
ciety; Tomokan Staff; Varsity Golf.
ARMANDO ORTIZ-BUSIGO HENRY VAN DYNE OSTEN
Delta Chi
Major: Pre-Medical
Transfer from the University of Puerto Rico;
Junior Varsity (.'row; Rollins Scientific Society . Vice-
President; Inter-American Committee; Pan-Ameri-
can League; French Club; Student Ude to Dr.
Hanna, Director ol Inter-American Activities.
Kappa Alpha Order
Major: Economics
Intra-mural softball, swimming, football, and
basketball; Intra- al Hoard: Chapel Reader; Wel-
coming ( Committee.
MARY MALTA PETERS
Chi Omega
Major: General Human Relations
Sorority Secretary; Charter Member, World Fed-
eralists; International Relations Committee; Chapel
Reader; Usher; Rollins Student Players: "The Per-
fect Alibi"; Secretary, Veteran's Committee; Alger-
non Sydney Sullivan Scholarship; Sandspur Staff;
Flamingo Staff, Poetry Editor; Winter Park Poetry
Club; Writers' Club; Honorable Mention, Powers
Poetry Contest; Honorable Mention, Allied Arts
Short Story Contest; First Prize, Florida Poetry
Society.
BEVERLY OTT
Chi Omega
Major: English
Chapel Publicity Staff; Theta Alpha Phi Fresh-
man Award; Theta Alpha Phi; Rollins Players;
Sandspur Staff; Member Motion Picture Selection
Board; Tomokan; Hollywood Chapter Modern
Screen; Sydney Sullivan Award; Assistant, Publicity
Office.
ARTHUR PHILLIPS
Independent
Major: Physics
Independent Men; World Federalists; Vlg<
Sydney Sullivan Essay Award.
MARIE PRINCE
Chi Omega
Major: Physics
Treasurer of Senior Class; Senior Committee;
Independent Intramural Representative; Student
Council; Sandspur Staff; World Federalist; Tomo-
kan Staff, Photography Editor; Rollins Scientific
Society; Chapel Reader; German Club; Communit)
Service; Chapel Program and Publicity Committees;
Transfer, Wheaton College.
CHARLES ANTHONY RANSDELL
Kappa Alpha Order
Major: Hist on/
Pi Gamma Mu; Phi Society; Intra-mural football,
volleyball, and tennis; International Relations;
Inter-raeial Club; Radio Clnb; Student-Faculty
Post-war Policies Committee; World Federalist,
Treasurer; K.A. Rush Committee, K.A. Social Com-
mittee; Varsity Tennis.
JACK REDDING
X Club
Major: Economics
President of Senior Class; Fraternity President;
Student-Faculty Committee; Student Council, Rol-
lins Advisory Committee, Pelican Committee; Life-
guard; Student Constitution Committee; Pan-
American Club; Inter-fraternity Council; Cheer-
leader; Intramural Football, Basketball; Tennis
Ladder; Independent Show; "Time of Your Life."
WILLIAM H. RINCK
Sigma Nn
Major: Bu s ini 'SS Administration
Who's Who; (). 1). K.; key Society; Pi Gamma
Mu; Phi Society; Chapel Usher, Head Usher;
Chapel Header; Veterans Association, President of
Rollins Chapter; Annie Russell Head Usher; Fra-
ternity, Treasurer; Student Council.
ALBERT KENNEDY ROSWELL, JR. THOMAS ROYAL
Kappa Alpha Order Independent
Major: History Major: History
German Club; Chapel Usher; World Federalist; Varsity Crew Coxswain.
Chairman <>l K.A. Social Committee; [ntra-mural
football, basketball, baseball, and volleyball.
GUS SAKKIS
X Club
Major: General Human Relations-
Freshman Football; Varsity Football; Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award.
RICHARD WARREN SAUERBRUN
Sigma Nu
Major: General Human Relations
[ntramurals; Varsity Basketball; "R" ( Hub; ( Ihape
Header; Chapel Committee.
JIMMI CARLYLE SEYMOUR
Chi (hnc<i<i
Major: English
Key Society, President; Libra, Vice-President;
Phi Beta, President; Publications Union, Chairman;
Flamingo, Business Manager; Sorority, Herald,
Chapter Correspondent, Secretary, Song Chairman;
Phi Society; Honor Roll; Rollins Players; Chapel
Reader, Chapel Program Committee; Annie Russell
Usher; International Relations Club; German Club;
Pi Kappa Lambda; Tomokan Staff; Algernon Syd-
ney Sullivan Scholarship Award; Chapel Choir;
Bach Choir; Intramural Horse Show, Volleyball,
manager; Varsity Archery, Individual High Scorer;
Christmas Tableaux; Inter-Collegiate Archery
Tournament.
PAULA BAILEY SHAPIRO
Independent
Major: Sculpture
Inter-racial Committee; United World Federal-
ists; Libra; Kev Society; Art Studio Club; Co-
Producer of "Make Mine Fantasy," "If the Show
Fits," and "That Kid Kidd."
BARBARA STANLEY
K(i))jxi Kapjiti Gamma
Major: General Human Relations
President and Personnel Chairman of Sorority;
Student Council; R Club; Community Service Com-
mittee; Canterbury Club; Varsity riding, hockey,
basketball, volleyball.
MARY LOU SOMMER
Pi Beta I' In-
Major: General Human Relations
Pi Beta Phi, Song Chairman, Pledge Officer, As-
sistant Rush Chairman, Historian, Corresponding
Secretary; Sandspur; Usher; International Relations
Committee; Social Service Committee; Chapel
Choir.
ftp
JAMES THOMAS, JR.
Kappa Alpha Order
Major: History
French Club; Pan-American League; Intra-mural
Sing; Freshman Players; Independent Show.
SIDNEY JACQUELINE THOMASON
Independent
Major: History
Pi Gamma Mu; Rollins Key Society, Secretary.
GORDON TULLY
Delta Chi
Major: History
Independent Men, Secretary, Intramural Repn
sentative, Welcoming Committee; Student Council
Building Committee, Traffic Committee; Sandspur
Chapel Usher; Pan-American League; World Fed
eralists; Charge of Air Warden Set-up; Intramurals
and Intramural Manager; Who's Who; O.D.K.
ALICE SIMONA VIRELLA
Independent
Major: Business Administration
Tertulia; Pan-American League; Newman Club.
JEANNE BARBARA VOLKERT ELINORE VOORHIS
Chi Omega
Major: (lateral Human Relations
Transfer, Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio;
French Club; Flamingo; Sandspur; Chapel Reader;
Annie Russell Usher; World Federalists; Pi Gamma
Mu, Program Committee; Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award.
Phi Mu
Major: Voiee
Phi Mu, Pledge Trainer, Athletic Board, Intra-
inurals; Swimming Meet Manager; Fiesta Commit-
tee; Phi Beta; Animated Magazine Usher and Annie
Russell Usher.
ERNIE AURELL WALKER
Lambda Chi Alpha
Major: Music Education
Lambda Chi Alpha, Vice-President, Secretary,
Campus Sing Leader, Fraternity Degree Team, In-
tramurals, Student Council, Welcoming Commit-
tee; Principal in 1942 Freshman Show; Principal in
Operetta: "The Gondaliers"; Mens (dee Club and
Octette; French Club; German Club; Chapel Choir,
Student Conductor, Crucifer, Tenor Soloist; Bach
Choir.
RICHARD PHILLIP WALKER
X Club
Major: Business Administration
ZOE VAIL WESTON
Chi Omega
Major: English
Personnel Director, Pledge Trainer, President of
Sorority; Panhellenic Council; Fiction Editor, Edi-
tor oi Flamingo; Treasurer, President of Commun-
ity Service Club; International Relations Club;
lnter-racial Club; Publications Union; Sandspur
Staff; Tomokan Staff; Pi Gamma Mu; Libra; Who's
Who; Tarpon; Varsity Hiding; Assistant Hiding In-
structor; Student Council, Student-Faculty Com-
mittee; World Federalists; Orlando Planning Coun-
cil; Mademoiselle College Board; Twice Winner of
Allied Arts Short Storv Contest.
TERRELL WEAVER
Chi Omega
Major: Voice
Usher; Chapel Choir; Phi Beta; Pi Kappa
Lambda; "School for Scandal" and "The Male An-
imal"; Intra-mural Volleyball and Horse Show;
Transfer, Salem College, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina.
i
DULCIE ELAINE WHITLEY
Alphi Phi
Major: Economics
Social Service Committee, Secretary; Freshman
Dance Committee; Chapel Publicity Committee;
Chapel Usher; Theater Usher; Animated Magazine
Usher; Freshman Show; Community Service; Intra-
mural Play Contest; Scientific Society; World Fed-
eralist; Junior Cheerleader Squad; Chapel Reader;
Annie Russell Production: Our Town; Independent
Show: Captain Kidd; Intramural Teams; Sorority,
Recording Secretary; Studio Club.
MARY JANE WHITLEY
Alpha Phi
Major: (lateral Human Relations
Social Service Chairman; Freshman Dance Com-
mittee; Chapel Publicity Committee, Chairman;
Chapel Usher; Chapel Reader; Theater Usher;
Community Service; Animated Magazine Usher;
Annie Russell Productions: Alice In Wonderland.
Victoria The Queen, Lady Precious Stream. Our
Town. Time of Our Life; Independent Show. Cap-
tain Kidd; Sorority, Social Chairman, Assistant
Treasurer. Scholarship Chairman, Vice-President,
Pledge Trainer; Intramural Teams; Tarpon; Fla-
mingo Staff; World Federalist; funior Cheerleader
Squad; Studio Club; Student Council. Secretary.
DOROTHY WOLKING
Independent
Major: Mathematics
German Club, Secretary; Zeta Alpha Epsilon, Sec-
retary; World Federalists.
CHARLES ELLEARD WHITNEY
Kappa Alpha Order
Major: Economics
Rollins Plavers; Freshman Show; Speech Club;
Intra-mural football, basketball, and \olle\ball.
NOT PICTURED
DOROTHY AUBINOE
MARY EDNA BRANCH
JOHN COOPER
ROBERT COSTELLO
LLOYD FABER
JACK FLANNELLY
IVOR GROVES
FRED THOMAS HAGE
JOHN HUSKA
STUART KINCAID
WILLIAM KNAUER
ELAINE MILLER
MAY PORTER
WILLIAM SHELTON
HOWARD WALSH
HOWARD WALTERS






LA /V\ r I
EAUTIES

Mfeften, 'Division
Bill Barker Martha Barksdale Elinore Bilkn
Mary Claparols Jean Clarke |dii Cooper


Fred Hartley Beverly Hedrick Agnes
Heiulrix
Patricia fenkins Pearl |ordan Martha Keiter

David McKeitlian Frances Mating Joe Master
Kenneth Newbern |<>lni \ortlimp fames Ogilvie
Betty Pottinm-r Robert Ragsdale Marjorie Reese

Harnat I n \ Andrew Tamasko Palmer Tuthill
UPPER DIVISION STUDENTS NOT PICTURED
K. Anderson
D. Clark
D. Copley
R. Daniels
A. Eastwood
W. Fetner
B. Friedland
Y. Fulton
S. Hardman
H. Hegler
L. King
W. Koch
N. Layton
J.
Leonard
C. Peacock
J.
Sliollenberger
L. Stone
J.
Walker

Dana Abbott
Mary Adams
J
Carolyn Alfred
James Anderson
Robert Arbogast
Julian Arnold
Mary Aycrigg
Judy Baker
Ricardo Balbiers
Edna Baldwin
Harry Baldwin
John Ballman
Ernest Bartholomew
William Bazley
Calvin Beard
James Bedortha
Buddy Behrens
Margaret Bell
Jaek Belt
Dorothy Best
Harold Betzold
Jacqueline Biggerstaff
Elizabeth Bitzer
Melvin Blockinger
Liston Boehette
Helen Bokas
Nieole Bourgain
Robert Boyle
% 3
Elaine Bracket!
Charles Brakefield
Elizabeth Brelsford
Nancy Brinkman
Edward Brinson
Virginia Brooks
]. II. Brown
J. L. Brown
Betty Browning
Herman Brumley
Elizabeth Bull
Jackie Bullock
Frank Burch
Beverly Burcham
Nancy Burgess
Donald Burkhardt
Nancy Burnett
Enrique Buse
Virginia Butler
Sara Byrd
Gerard Cabrie
( hear ( lashwell
William Cater
Barbara Cavicchi
Virginia Chene)
Shirley Christensen
Jean Clancy
Beverly Clark
Majory Colt
Marie Cook
David Cramp
Willard Crompton
Fay Grouse
Alison Cuningham
Martha Dalrymple
Richard Darty
Delia Davis
Charles Dawson
Mary Delano
Antonio De Uresti
Jon De Uresti
Barbara Dickson
Joanne Dilley
Grayce Dolid
Anita Donnersberger
Elizabeth Downing
Robert Draughon
Penny Drinkwater
Dudley Durgin
Charles Eddy
Jean Eickelberg
Carleton Emery
Theodore Emery
Joanne Endriss
Paul Enfield
Virginia Estes
Pete Fay
Kendrick Fenderson
Mlis rerguson
Suzanne Ferris
John Fitzgerald
Kenneth Flowers
George Franklin
Harlowe Fredrick
Janet Fredrick
Nathan Friedland
Dolores Gentile
Doris Gentry
Tom Godfrey
Julie Goodman
William Gordon
Edwin Granberry
John Gray
Oscar Griffith
Max Grulke
Mary Jo Gunter
Margot Haehe
Mary Haley
Cornelia Hall
Harold Hamblen
Harry Hancock
Joanne Harder
Virginia Harr
Gail Hastings
Rosemary Haven
Lawrence Haworth
Cynthia Heideman
Alison Hennig
Gretchen Herpel
Sally Hidey
Mary Hill
Richard Hill
Rachel Holder)
Jane Hood
Roland Horner
Kenneth Horton
Lucius Howland
Connie Hubbard
Carolyn Hughes
Eleanor Hummel
Patricia Jackson
Harry James
Doris Jensen
Joan Joerns
George Johnson
Richard Johnson
Wilbur Johnson
Lois Johnston
Velenthol fordis
Neil Justice
Clyde Kellv
fames Kelly
Martha King
Charles Knecht
Ann knight
Rhoda Knight
Richard Knoll
Glenn Lambert
Robert Lambert
Louis Lamberton
David Larsen
Margaret Law w ill
(can Lipscomb
Leo Lister
( \ i it hia Little
Anne Lovell
Charles Lowe
Myron McBryde
( lameron Mac( lardell
Nellie McCormick
fack McCauslin
I )a\ id Mc( !reer\
Robert McCue
Van McDaniel
Tom MacDonald
Miles McDonnell
Sally McDowall
Frederick McFalls
Harold McKinney
Barbara McLaughlin
Murray McLeish
James McMenemy
William Madsen
Nancy Magruder
Michael Malis
Isabel Mallett
Gordon Marks
James Martin
Francis Mayer
Marilyn Meckstroth
David Meifert
Richard Meifert
Willa Michaels
Elaine Miller
Suzanne Mills
Sheila Monroe
Henry Moody
Martha Mooers
George Mooney
Billie Moore
Mona Morris
Clare Mosack
Edwin Motch
Margy Mountcastle
Thomas Mullen
Gerald Murphy
John Murphey
John Muszynski
Francis Natolis
Nancy Neide
Marjorie Norris
Paul Odom
Willard Palmer
Gloria Parker
Janet Patton
Gus Peeples
Joseph Peoples
Patricia Pierce
Clark Podmore
Frank Polak
Joseph Popeck
Carol Posten
Joan Rainand
Vincent Rapetti
Ralph Reed
Jean Reinhardt
Sandra Reinsmith
Robert Reynolds
Bartow Robbins
( Iharles Robinson
Jeannine Homer
Walter Roose
Edward Rosevear
Barbara Roth
Mary Rothennel
Elaine Rounds
Stanley Rudd
Elizabeth Rupert
Yarda Salario
Jaek Sayers
Richard Saylors
Richard Schatz
Ruth Schmidt
Jean Schneider
Edith Schulz
Pauline Schwing
Frank Scott
Wallace Sellers
Robert Setzer
Riolama Shaw
Sarah Shute
Eugene Simmons
Parker Simpson
Mary Sinclair
Edward Sirmons
Victor Smedstad
Alice Smith
Anne Smith
Lee Smith
Raymond Smith
Stokes Smith
William Smythe
Marjorie Sommer
Catherine Sorey
George Spencer
\ alerie Stac)
Clyde Stevens
Clarence Stone
Dorothy Stone
Patricia Sutlif)
Arthur Swacker
[ohnson I ii
Milford Talton
Wilson Tate
Fred Taylor
Hall Tennis
Norma 'I haggard
Ann Turley
Keith Turner
Victor Valdes
Cornelius Van Buren
|ohn Van Metre
Patricia Van Sickle
Nancy Van Zile
Ernest Vincent
Edward Violante
Lawrence Wagner
Randolph Walker
Graham Wallace
l'at Warren
|olie Wheeler
NOT PICTURED
Henry Adelsperger
Donald Allen
Frank Allen
Francis Alt
Joyce Ammerman
James Bartlett
Henry Baxter
David Beach
Josephus Beard
James Bercaw
Milton Blakemore
Thomas Blakemore
Don Brinegar
Carroll Brodsky
Kenneth Brown
Dee Bufalino
Patricia Burgoon
Gracellen Butt
David Clark
Martha Conwell
fohn Corliss
Vincent Covello
Bill Couch
Hugh Davis
Barbara Dunn
Martin Dibner
Pete Dye
Jim Edens
Frank Entwistle
Helen Fines
Bernard Friedland
Richard Glatthar
Norman Graham
Robert Harland
Gerald Honaker
Franklin Horch
Daniel Hudgins
fames Imand
Stuart James
Burris Jenkins
[ames fohnson
Bettv Kennison
Donald King
James Kuykendall
Mark Lambert
Wilson Lambley
Gardner Rained
Eugene McCauley
Marcia Mulholland
Carolyn Maass
Frank Marshall
Patricia May
Robert Miller
William Meares
George Munson
Alys Oglesby
George Olsen
Garnett Page
Patricia Pattishall
Calvin Peacock
Tom Pickens
Charles Pierce
Harrison Pemberton
Margaret Quarrie
Margaret Ragsdale
Barbara Rawlings
Perdita Rehm
Wilmary Reichard
Rachel Ried
Donald Riddle
Harris Rodenbangh
Lallie Rogers
Mary W hite
Billie Williams
Margaret Williams
Adeline Williamson
William Willox
Robert Wilson
James Windham
Robert Witherell
John Wittbold
James Wray
Ramona Wood
Genevieve Wright
Wilson Wright
Fred Hage
Robert F. McCue, Jr.
Wm. Sanders
William Schafer
Stanley Schulz
Everts Sibbernsen
Bob Smathers
Elizabeth Smith
Abe Stan-
Andre Stenbock-Fermor
Dan Strong
John Stripling
Bernice Sulman
Forrest Sultzbach
John Sutton
Ed Swindle
Pierre Thompson
Maude Trismen
Marilyn Walker
Bill Wharton
Pat Wheaton
Jolie Wheeler
Bill Wittbold
William Warner
Wiley Whidden
Bill Windham
Charles Wray
SENIOR OFFICERS
President: JACK REDDING
Vice-President: MARY CLAIR UPTHEGROVE
Secretary: LEE BONGART
Treasurer: MARIE PRINCE
*
FRESHMAN OFFICERS
President: PETE FAY
Vice-President: BILL BAZLEY
Secretary-Treasurer: SHEILA MONROE
















Beta Lambda Chapter of
ALPHA PHI
'I
Hack row: N. Morgan, L. Johnston, M. Hoffman, K. Haenkhen, D. |enscn, M. McDonald, C. Hutchison, A. Williamson.
Second row : V. Brooks, T. Faile, V. Gates, 1'. VanSickle,
f.
Gorman, J. Bullock.
Bottom row : (.'.. Parker, M. Quarrie, I). Aubinoe, P. Crane, M. Morris.
Installed at Rollins in 1931
Founded: 1872 Number of chapters: 36
Flower: Lily-of-the-Valley and Forget-me-not
Colors: Bordeaux and silver gray
ALPHA PHI
Upha Phi had a prosperous year in the new house. Lakeside
and with a new house mother, Mrs. Campbell.
First function of the year was our Sub-Marine Dance given at Dubsdread with deserving laurels lor Pat
Jenkins, Marilyn Hoffman, and Claudia Hutchison for the aquatic decorations.
Then came rushing when Doris Jensen, Ginger Brooks, Torn' Faile, Adeline Williamson, Pat Van Sickle, Lois
Johnston, Maggie Quarrie, and Rae Holden joined our group.
Basketball season brought honors to Kavc Haenichen and Doris who made the All-Star team. Doris has
also done us proud with her winning tennis matches.
The return from Christmas vacation brought back two fiat pins via Claudia and Nan—compliments ol home
town local yokels. Pedie Rehm returned with more definite ideas in the realm of romance with Tut s ring, as
did Jane Gorman with Frank's.
The Cardiac Aid Drive proved mucho successful through the Sweetheart election—Cecil and Magnolia were
acclaimed the winners at the Kappa Valentine Dance. Ginger Brooks joined the superlative ranks too w hen she
marched away with the prize for the best costume at the Lambda Chi masquerade.
Our Friday afternoon get-togethers came into being Winter term, w ith faculty and friends dropping in to
"sociate and satiate."
Yes, it's been a wonderful year, and no doubt we will miss the grand old seniors next year—Nan, the
Harmony Twins, M.J. and Dulcie, Ginnv (and Norman), Jane, laughing Lave and her French acquaintances,
and Dottie Boo, who has been the swellest president ever.
Upsilon Beta Chapter of
CHI OMEGA
Back row: C. Kirkpatrick, G. Schneider, M. Williams, V. Koos, A. Hendrix, R. Schmidt.
Second row: Z. Weston,
f.
Schneider, ). Lipscomb, G. B. Wright, S. Monroe, J. Volkert, J. Cartwright, E. Hummel, C. Seymour,
15. Ott.
Third row: 1'. Furey, M. Peters, [. Jungclas, J. Ott, M. Prince.
Bottom row: M. Branning, V. Butler, T. Weaver, W. Michaels.
Installed at Rollins in 1931
Founded: 1852 Number of chapters: 57
Flower: Carnation
Colors: Cardinal and straw
CHI OMEGA
ft - *
, -f?f j Gazing skyward, we find that in 1948, the arc ol the Zodiac
is opposed by Jupiter in the Sign Sagittarius which rules advanced
President Beverly Burkhart education. There is nothing like being educated in advance, sa)
the Strong Hall sages. And as luck would have it, the Jupiter
Uranus opposition is busy creating an accelerated momentum toward the peak ol scholastic effort. With such
inspiration, the Chi Omegas open Arcati's Astounding Astronomical Aspects, published once too often in a life-
time, and discover the entire membership in the select listing of "What's That in the world of astrology.
The Aries group is lauded for their special talents of dealing with projects of great magnitude, and ability
to view the entire future from a high vista that encompasses the entire world. Chi O's can see even further on
a clear day. We find Beverly Burkhart exerting her appealing personality under the influence of Mars. Aggie
Hendrix and Bev Ott are coneenlracting on increasing finances under the guidance of Venus. Joyce Jungclas is
under the influence of the Sun, and is eonsecjuently getting (mite a tan.
Taurus Personalities give forth with a sparkle of originality that makes them appear sophisticated and or
fascinating. Jan Chambers is influenced by the Moon (as who isn't), with a bright aspect for friendships and
sociability, while Marie Prince, influenced bv Saturn, gives out with alert ideas and good advice.
The Gemini group is noted as spontaneous and enthusiastic talkers, making use of versatility in a big way.
G. B. Wright is under the influence of Mars. If this planet remains in the house of Phi Pi all month. Miss Wright
may suffer from ill health resulting from over-exposure to telephonitus. Jan Ott, as present Chi O president, will
keep interests of the sorority running as smoothly as possible, while urging vibrations in members' brains in
terms of A s and B's.
In the Cancer group is Jean Cartwright, noted for adaptability and success in any career she follows, be-
cause she is diligent and conscientious.
Leo-ites (minus MGM ) are lauded for their independent and courageous traits, their aggressive and as-
sertive attitudes which blend with gracious personalities. Jean Lipscomb, under influence of Saturn, is noted
for achievement through steady laborious perseverance. Ibby Mallett and Terry Weaver, influenced by Mars,
are listed for their ability to develop ideas, polish them, and get read) for action.
Carol Kirkpatrick is the sole member of the Virgo clan. Under influence of Mercury, she takes a logical
minded and comprehensive viewpoint.
The Libra group exeells as counsellors in the adjustment of human problems, and natural aptitude for work
that requires artistic skill. Willa Michaels, Clo Schneider and Dixie Koos an 1 all under influence of the Moon,
and appointments for long and serious discussions may be made between the hours of 2 and -1 a.m. Nan Van
Zile and Mickey Branning, influenced bv Saturn, attend vigorously to routine activities—some 5968490 of them.
Strong qualities of personality making it impossible to be lukewarm about anything are the tendencies of the
Scorpio group. The members are either inspired or skeptical, want to get to the core of everything, and can
turn almost any project into a money earning success. "What's That lists Ginger Butler. Zoe Weston, and
[immi Seymour in prominent places on this page.
Noted in the Sagittarius section is Marv Peters, with frankness, sincerity and impulsiveness the most dis-
tinctive characteristics, and an aptitude for writing and editing. Also rapid mental response.
In the Acquarius group is Jean Schneider, with accent on personality and a high sense of duty to adhere
to principles of independence for herself and everyone else.
The Pisces page features Pat Furev and Jean Volkert, of the impressionistic but practical minds, who go
out of their ways to be helpful, have fine senses of humor, and like to see others happy.
Chi O candidates for next lifetime's edition of Arcati's Aspects are Ruth Schmidt, Margaret Williams, Rhoda
Knight (and menagerie). Eleanor Hummel, and Sheila Monroe.
It may be noted that any similarity on this list to personalities living or existing is not entirely coincidental
—true or false, it's in the stars, and now in the glorified state of Tomokan posterity.
Alpha Mu Chapter of
GAMMA PHI BETA
Firsl nm: E. Miller, M. Fowler, V. Jordis, H. Kirby.
Second row: V. Stacy, M. Reese.
ll ' i,
|h,Xs ,VS ill v S°rey' ° GentiIe> M " E "a "' A - RuPert' N Burnett ' E " Rounds . r- Gunter, E. Baldwin Qnugne , &. MiK. A. Cunningham.
Fourth row: U. Bufalino, S. Verdin, M. Col,. P. Drinkwater,
J. Rainaud, E. Bull, A. Ferguson.
Installed at Roll ins in 1928
Founded: 1874 Number of Chapters; 4g
Flower: Pink carnation
Colors: Brown and mode
GAMMA PHI BETA
Tin's has been a happy and husv war lor all good "Gamma
Philes." While we started off the year as a small group, we filled
in the empty place with a wonderful pledge class, now active
members.
Ex Prexy Tenna Head graduated at Christmas, hut she has often been down at Rollins several weekends. New
prexy, Sylvia Verdin, from Mexico, is "muy simpatica." The spot you may well have seen the entire entourage
of G. P. B.'s was the patio during the first donut n' dunkin' sessions we had. First you would have greeted Elaine
Miller, our future docture and curer of all ills. Jo Gunter would he handing "round donuts with her southern
hospitality. Marge Reese and Harriet kirbv. prior to respective riding matches and tennis exhibitions, down a
quickie. Monica Egan. bless her. circulates around with her ever welcome wit. Pris and Shirley add to the
general merriment. Dee Bufalino, bride-to-be, and her "little sea-vacuee" roommate Penny Drinkwater emerge
from their room in time to tell all the guests good-bye. Day students, Dolores Gentile and "les chanteuses" Mar-
gie and Cathie, blow in from Orlando.
But that is not all. From Cloverleal and the bosh class, we have more G. P. B.'s to adorn the scene on the
patio at Strong Hall. Red-haired Rusty Rounds is seen gaily chatting with men in general. K. A s. in particular.
Carolvn Hughes shares honors w ith Jo for the southern belle. Libby Bull, Alison Cunningham, and Nancy Bur-
nett arrive in time from choir to be fed and watered. Edna Badwin would be ali together most efficient. Pint-
sized Vicki fordis and blonde Peg Eawwill grab a donut before leaving with respective swains bob and Jack
Anne Rupert completes the breakfast scene.
And so we leave tlie beautiful patio as we watch the clean-up committee (sorority "en masse ) clearing
the debris of a happy morning.
Delta Epsilon Chapter of
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Top row: L. Bongart, M. Xorris, B. Burcham, J. Clancy, P. German, A. O'Neal, N. Butts, C. Posten, P. Sutliff.
Second row: M. Hache, B. Hedrick, C. Austen,
J.
Hetzel, M. HJey, M. Claparols, B. Stanley.
Third row: B. Godfrey, B. Roth, B. Moore, V. Cheney, D. Stone, B. Clark.
Bottom row: M. Adams, E. Downing. A. Knight, C. Maass.
Installed at Rollins in 1932
Founded: 1870 Number of chapters: 74
Flower: Fleur-de-lis
Colors: Light blue and dark blue
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
This year for the Kappas in Pugsley lias been a lull and
eventful one. October found us plunging diligently into the fall
term, pens in hand, prepared for a year ol hard work. Shortly
after we were all settled, the living room w as transformed with
boots, saddles, and bales of hay into the Kappa Korral, an Open House, for the w hole college.
President Lee Bongart
Rushing! After a hectic, but enjoyable weekend, we emerge d with twelve new pledges. I he Second Ai
Bloomer Bowl Classic followed close behind. We practiced courageously, learning blocking, passing and trick
plays under the excellent coaching of "Jug Head" Hancock, Buddy Tate, G. "The Whiz" Mooney, Scott) Wit-
erell, and Buddy "Lightfoot" McBryde, only to meet a disheartening 13-0 defeat at the hands of the muscle-
bound Thetas.
The Kappa Valentine Ball, given at the Mayfair Inn in Sanford, was the peak of our year's activities. It
was acclaimed one of the finest dances of the year—laurels to the efficient supervision ol Carole Austen.
During the Winter Term, our golfers, Alice O'Neal and Lee Bongart, conquered news fields by defeating Peg
Kirk (one of our former Kappas) and Dorothy Kirby in a Miami tournament. Both Alice and Lee played fine
golf in matches throughout the state and we all will feel a great loss after their graduation in June. Alice' was
elected to Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities, served on the Building Committee, the Inner
Council, the Student-Faculty Committees, and Student Council as well as the- Varsity Golf Squad and all ol
the Kappa's intramural teams.
Lee has been our very capable, attractive President for the past year. Secretary ol the' Senior Class, and has
also participated in all intramurals, Varsity golf, the R Club, and numerous other activities.
Carole Austin, our pride and joy, has spent much time in extra-curricular activities, such as President ol
the Pan-American Club.
Our fourth graduating Senior is Tee Stanley who we were so happy to welcome back alter a year ol illness.
Tee distinguished herself by her accomplishments from sports to kindergarten teaching.
As Spring Vacation came into view our pledges entertained us with an informal party at the' Trismen Home
in Winter Park, at which they surprised us with their musical and dramatic talents. Their songs and skits were
such perfect characterizations of the activities that they convinced us that it was time' for the Golden Ke) to
replace their pledge pins. This we did in a very eventful weekend in early April.
Yes, it has been a full, happy year for the Delta Epsilon Chapter, and as we bid Carole, Lee. Alice', and Tee
a fond goodbye, we promise them that they will not be forgotten and that, with the help of our twelve new
initiates, we will truly carry on our traditions, so that the blue and blue fleur-de-lis will blossom sweetly anel
our Golden Key will shine on high.
Alpha Omega Chapter of
PHI MU
Back row: [. Harder. S. Adams, B. Cotter, M. Meckstroth, N. Burgess, A. Peel, L. Stevenson, F. Crouse, N. J. Thaggard.
Second row: (). Llano, E, Voorhis, I. White, G. Herpel, A. [ones, P. May, J. Endriss, V. Estes, R. Shaw, B. Dickson, ]. Byrd,
M. Bell, M. Huntoon.
Bottom row: V. Clark, F. Maring, M. Barksdale,
J. Waring.
Installed at Rollins in 1929
Founded: 1852 Number of chapters: 57
Flower: Carnation
Colors: Rose and white
PHI MU
Yes, another year, and another yearbook, and as we look
back through the pages of our astrology book we find the moon
President Joan Waring was high °" the night of 0ctober LS ' when the phi Mu
'
s §ave
the first dance of the year out at good old "Dubs." It was a
"Paper Moon' but the stars were real and so was the gay atmosphere that prevailed.
Then November, Rush Week, a mad scramble with the signs of the Zodiac, with the result that governing
Mars sent ten pledges in the form of Barbara Dickson, Faye Crouse, Mary Elizabeth Whie, Norma Jean Thag-
gard, Lois Ann Stevens, Rima Shaw, Gretchen Herpel, Nancy Burgess. Joanne Endriss, and Beverly Cotter into
the bonds of Phi Mu.
Sagittarious brought forth the lovely Christmas party given by the alums for the Alpha Omega Chapter
and could we forget the farewells to Pattv Fitch, graduating Senior.
January a new vear, a new start, and as Neptune entered the sign of Uranus we found we missed the clatter
of Ann Jones' typewriter. To make up for the loss we listened to lines from the "Male Animal" being rehearsed
by Beverly Cotter, and the constant ohs and ahs over "terrific" Buddy Ebsen assured us Joan Waring and Pat
May were covering backstage of the Annie Russell.
February, the month of hearts desires and what could be better than "leap year." However the pledges
decided not to take the leap but instead just to ask "Will You Be My Valentine?" The campus responded
and made the Phi Mu House jump with jive as they danced to the music of the "Sweetheart Hop."
How can one tell in Florida, land of sunshine, whether March comes in like a lion or a lamb? It must have
come in like a lion this year, although the stars tell us nothing, as the worried expression on Olga Llano. Martha
Barksdaie and Elinore Voorhis proved to us that there is more to a recital than the actual performance. But on
those eventful nights when the spotlight shone on them, the planets revolved a little faster, as "music hath
charms."
April showers bring May flowers, so the poem goes, but for the Phi Mu Week-end the showers were left
behind and as we "played" we realized that in coming June one of our meteors. 'Ginnie Clark." would he off to
the planet "Graduation." No sooner had the week-end ended than May and June had whirled into reality, and
as Jo Harder closed the book the sign of Phi Mu left the sign of Rollins, to return again in September of 1948.
Florida Gamma Chapter of
PI BETA PHI
Third row: P. Colcord, N. Magruder, M. Sommer, J. Wheeler, P. Jackson, M. Mountcastle, V. McDaniel, C. Alfred.
Installed at Rollins in 1929
Founded: 1867 Number of chapters: 90
Flower: Wine carnation
Colors: Wine and silver blue
PI PHI
President Page Colcord
"When a Pi Phi goes out walking with her one and only
man" ... it will probably be Alice Voorhis Hansen or Jean
Bohrer Brown or clown Fort Myers way, Sally Tallman Hender-
son. These three Pi Phi's are newly-weds, and soon to join them,
Freddie Sommer and Rosemary Haven will be married at the end of the spring term.
"Best assured she'll do the most conventional thing she can" . . . will find Eleanor Cain and Betty Bitzer
attending the Pi Beta Phi National Convention in June as Florida Gamma's delegates. Another "Convening" at
which a Pi Phi represented Rollins College, was the Bates Fabric 1948 College Forum, in New York, where
Barbara (Bobbie) Coith spent a week this February. Bobbie who did outstanding work in the theatre was
elected to the Order of the Libra and was also crowned "Homecoming Queen," presiding with "Prexy" at the
Homecoming Ball.
"She won't let him hold her hand" could mean that Bickley Hillvard can't stop "sniffling" or else she's "happy,"
but it could mean too, that Jean Clarke is too busy with that famous tennis racquet in one hand, and the Pi
Phi gavel in the other, for she became the new president of the Chapter this year. Cornelia "Corky Hall has her
hands full too down at the waterfront where she swims like a "Tarpon" and water-skis like a sea-gull, dipping
and skimming over the waves.
"Cause he may not understand that a Pi Phi's an angel in disguise" . . . though how could he help it, if he
took one look at petite Jolie Wheeler, vivacious Betty Abbot Smith or brown-eyed Patricia Warren?
"They all agree from Sigma Nu to Phi Delta Theta" . . . according to Ellie Cain, Betty Bitzer and Marjorie
Sommer
. . . and they should know!
"Now the word Pi Phi means glamor" . . . and who can deny that Van Louis McDaniel, Barbara Rawlings,
Anita Donnersberger, Nancy Magruder and Page Colcord are "Glamorous"? Page edited the "R" Book this year
and served in that capacity as a member of the Publications Union.
"And the girls drive all men wild" . . . so how could it be anyone but Pi Phi Cynthia "Cindy" Heideman?
"She is beautiful because . . ." need more be said than to look at Sally McDowall or Cynthia "Sunny" Little
to know how beautiful the Pi Phi's can be?
"Pretty is as pretty does" . . . certainly makes the Pi Phi's a "pretty" bevy of girls. Laura King excells in
music, having presented one of the loveliest Junior recitals ever to be given at Rollins. Carolyn Alfred too has
musical talent, and sings in the choir, as do Bobbie Coith and June Nelson. June's artistic ability is seen in the
beautiful work in sculpturing which she has exhibited. Alison Hennig, too, is artistic, when she has time to
spare from her work on the Rollins College Sandspur, or isn't on a horse's hack! The theatre has claimed two
more Pi Phi's, Margy Mountcastle and Patty Ann Jackson both aspire for careers on the stage.
"So they all agree" that the Pi Phi Christmas Dance was one of the prettiest to be held at Dubsdread. The
sprakling "snowflakes" twinkled from the ceiling as they caught the blue lights from the silver Christmas trees,
and cast a silvery glow over the dancers, while blue candles on the tables, softly reflected on the silver pine-cone
center-pieces."
Yes
. . . Florida Gamma Chapter is just another reason that . . . "THE PI PHI'S ARE ANGELS IN
DISGUISE."
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
First row: M. Mulholland, A. Garner, A. Smith, S. Reinsmith. Second row: S. Hidey, M. C. Upthegrove.
Third row: 13. Browning, S. Fry, D. Abbott, B. Roebuck. Fourth row: J. Bernhardt, L. Hardy, T. Tennant.
Fifth row: F. LaBoiteaux, N. Brinkman, J. Patton, E. Holdt. Last row: V. Harr, N. Depperman, ). Freeman, M. Dean.
Installed at Rollins in 1933
Founded: 1870 Number of chapters: 71
Flower: Pansie
Colors: Black and gold
)THE THETA PRIMER
President Eleanor Holdt
We arc the Kappa Alpha Thetas, and there arc twenty-five
of us. We live in a green house, and the rat s name is Alice. Do
you like the name "Alice"':' For a while (his year there were
only fourteen of us, hut later on we got eleven more kappa
Alpha Thetas. One of the new girls is Judy Baker. Judy plays golf, and Jane Freeman plays tennis, and Nan
Brinkman plays with tootsie toys. All the Thetas like to play with tootsie toys. Do you have a tootsie toy? Dana
Abbott doesn't play tennis, hut she plays around with a tennis player. Ann Garner rides horseback, hut she
doesn't play around with the horses.
We have a piano in our green house. Our piano has twice as many keys as the Kappas. Brownie and Sand)
play our piano while we play with our tootsie toys, fan is a studious Theta. She studies. We have another
Theta who studies and her name is Ginny Harr. Alice Smith studies calories. The last one of our new Kappa
Alpha Thetas is Sally Heidy.
Then we have the girls who have lived in the green house for several years. Jenny Milligan has lived there
six years, but she graduates in June. The keeper of the green house is "smellie" Ellie. She is the old keeper.
The new keeper is Shirlev Frv. Shirley jumps rope. We enjoy watching her jump rope. Would you like to
watch her jump rope? We have a car named "Fireball." "Fireball" is a Plymouth. "Fireball" belongs to Boe. Jack
belongs to Loie. Do you like Plymouths? Edie plays cowboys and Indians. We like to hear her tell us about
Cowboy. We also like to heai Jean sing. Jean sings so-lo, so low we can't hear her. Pug sings too.
We do not see some of the girls in the green house as much as we see others. Norma likes to be outdoors.
Mikki spends a lot of time playing cards. She is never on deck. Mary is never in the house. Mary goes to a lot
of meetings, so we don't know where Mary is. Connie is always riding around in a blonde car. She likes blonde
cars. I would like a blonde car too. Wouldn't you? Taffy spends her time studying Spanish. She studies the
Spaniards too. The rest of us just play with our tootsie toys. Yvonne loses her car keys. That's the only thing
Yvonne does. She doesn't even have time to plav with a tootsie toy.
These are the Kappa Alpha Thetas. We have a lot of fun. We like these girls. They are sweet and smart.
Wouldn't you enjov these sweet and smart girls?
INDEPENDENT WOMEN
II. Terry, N. Neide, C. Hastings, A. Turley, B. McLaughlin, P. Meyers, C. Hubbard, |. Goodman, J. (oerns, P. Starobin, M. Hall-
enberg, P. [ordan, N. Liu.
INDEPENDENT
WOMEN
President Pat Meyer.
Spending their first year in brand-new Con in Hall, the Inde-
pendent Women managed to fill their usual quota of good times
and hard work (just ask Paula). For the third year, sleepless
nights and hair-tearing days produced an Independent show,
and "That Kid Kidd" filled the theatre three nights running, giving us the means for establishing a permanent
scholarship fund for Rollins upper-classmen. Doing honor to our new dormitory, we entertained at the first of
the year with a grand open house, tremendously successful largely because the boys couldn't miss such an
opportunity for getting upstairs in a women's dormitory. Equally successful, though for different reasons, was
the after-Chapel coffee given winter term, and we finished the year with a flourish with the Independent-
sponsored all-campus sing.
As usual, though, we were saddened by the loss of some of our favorite people. Paula and Bobby, for three
years indefatigable directors of the show, graduated in June, leaving us to wonder how we could ever get
along without Paula's posters, painting, and talk of Chic; and Bobby s wonderfully authoritative lectures on dra-
matic irony. Graduating in December were Barbara Herring and Frankie Goldberg, who left quite a gap in
Corrin, although Barbara, our star-pianist, was back at the Conservatory spring term, teaching and accompany-
ing. And in June they were followed by Alice Virella, super-efficient business woman, and Harriet Feinberg,
bull session philosopher par excellence.
We suppose we'll manage to get along without our seniors—we always do, somehow. So doubtless, Corrin
Hall bridge and bull sessions will go on just the same next year, and Mrs. Halh'e will continue to shush us up
periodically, while managing somehow to stay just as nice as ever through all her shushing, and the show will
once again be produced, with or without dramatic irony. So with a pretty wonderful new bunch ol freshmen
to encourage us, we still look forward to another year.


ALPHA PHI LAMBDA
Local Organization
Founded: 1946
ALPHA PHI
LAMBDA
Alpha Phi Lambda is proud to note thai its members were
well represented in the activities <>l the campus this year. It is
our belief that each individual has certain things that he can do
well, and that he should emphasize these abilities for his own
good as well as for the good of the group. Therefore, after looking over our achievements, we find:
Besides surprising everyone as a demon on the basketball floor, Victor Smedstad won high laurels as the
overbearing father in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street." These activities and his radio hobby keep Vic ever
on the go. Willard Crompton, Harvard's gilt to Rollins, had entered into the Rollins spirit w ith gusto. W ill s sw im-
ming and tennis is outstanding. He also is our alternate Student Council Representative next year. ( Charles Zimmry
Eddy makes a tall figure climbing in and out ol a crew shell. His chief forte is his zoology and biology work.
First violinist Fred McFalls is a fine addition to any basketball team. Tom Mullen, basso profundo, is also a
basketeer of note. Richard Johnson is in the Men's Octet and played a fine Yasha in "The Cherry Orchard"' on
the Annie Russell stage. Rich is also our Student Council Representative.
|ohn T. Murphev. leader and director or our Intramural Sing effort, spends much of his time with the Choir,
Orchestra, and has composed several compositions. Roland Horner, our new President, has made a name for
himself on the basketball court, as Inter-Fraternity Council Representative, Intramural Hoard Representative,
and he earned his "R" in crew. Bob McCue is a real "Rolly-Colly," either he flies to the Pelican, or drives to
Palm Beach. Bob is the tallest man in the Chapel Choir. Robert Costello. one of our founders, and first three
graduates, influenced the political makeup of Alpha Phi Lambda for the coming year. Bob says he will miss
exercising his "Wagnerian tenor" in the Chapel Choir and Bach Festival next year, [on Cooper certainly has had
a busv vear. This is only his third year, yet asked why the determination to graduate in fune '48 he answered.
"I don't want age to creep up and find me still trying for an A B. Despite his heavy courses, he worked < ve-
nings for the Orlando Sentinel-Star, sang in the Bach and Chapel Choirs, the Men's Octet, and even played a
bit part in "Barretts."
Charles Robinson, our Vice-President, and Interfraternity Council Representative cuts <juite a figure on his
little blue motor scooter. He also distinguished himself on the crew team, and the basketball court. Lloyd
Faber. co-founder of Alpha Phi Lambda and our President lor two years, has represented us on the [nter-
Fraternitv Council and the Student Council during his stay at Rollins. He w ill begin his career as an educator
next vear, somewhere in Florida. His ambition is to direct a Rollins-like preparatory school, and send students
from there to Rollins. Milton Schwartz is a member of the Student Council, tnter-Fraternity Council, German
Club. Rollins Scientific Societv, the Choir, and the Bach Festival. These are just some of the activities in which
Milt participates. Milt also had the aplomb and dancing ability of a Continental.
Stanlev Rudd divides his interests between the Sandspur photographic activities and scooter races. Stan
likes motorcvcles too. Johnson Tai. our member from across the seas, has contributed much to oui collective
philosophv with his words of wisdom and happily calm personality. We are very fond of fohnson Tai. Bob
Wilson spends main hours in the chemistry lab. He was elected to Phi Society, and was on the honor list last
year.
Rollins College Chapter of
DELTA CHI
Back row : H. Bel/old, J. Northrup, R. Schatz, A. Ortiz-Busigo, E. Vincent, B. Gillespie, f. Martin, R. Walker.
Middle row : I). Larson. W. Roose, I'. I lowland. S. Burchers, H. Davis, |. Friedman, I. Groves, f. Peoples.
Front row: W. Emery, C;. Tully, F. Taylor, B, Mullen, L. Stone,
J.
Sutton, F. Sultzbach, C. Stone, C. Emery.
Installed at Rollins in 1941
Founded: 1890 Number of chapters: 37
Flowers: White carnations
Colors: Red and buff
DELTA CHI
Receiving tin scholarship tropin' again was quite a victory
lor this youngest of Rollins fraternities. Trying tor first place in
crew was a bin; thing, too, although we lost out. lint the victory
that really amounted to something on campus was the initiations
Gov., Bert, and Phil. We subsequently lost No-Doz to Miami.
Present at a steak-fry at the Lodge were the following members:
Joe, Vice-President, who has been announcing daily on a local radio station;
Howie, charter member, who finally bought a convertible when the chapter paid off old debts to him;
Kellv, Secretary, who hasn't missed a second in a year's minutes. That is something!
Phil social counsellor, who keeps us in touch with all sororities and many independent women;
Ed, who has more fun at meeting than anyone else and is a good influence;
Fred, who has represented us very well in many Rollins plays;
Armando, our first foreign member, who has made us want many more;
Ernie, chemistry major, who nearly blew us out of an initiation ceremony;
Ken and Louis, Ball Team, inc., who offer good, mature advice, then help us carry it out;
Johnny, who cooked and ate the steaks, and always votes "Against ;
Bo, treasurer, who wonders if we'll go broke on the next steak-fry after we finish paying for this one;
Dave, whose committee helped make our May Dance with the Gamma Phi s a success;
Dick, who conscientiously offers many good-sounding but impractical ideas:
Frank, whose athletic spark keeps us out of the intramural cellar;
Ranny, whose convertible has vet to take us to the beach;
Jim Martin, who worked hardest to help us get the scholarship cup;
Wes, who helps us most by always being there:
Sam. perpetual chairman of the Fiesta Committee, has no report;
Walter, who was elected "Mr. Most Conscientious Pledge of the Year";
Cal, who flashed-bulbed his way into the Quarterly;
Hugh, whose enthusiasm and wit we all enjoy and encourage;
Jack, whose photos of beach trips and whose faithful work lor the Chapter have been a great blessing;
Joe Peoples, who finally got us into the Delta Chi Quarterly;
Bert, whose business was hurt by this steak-fry;
Horsey, whose hilarity hides his good, common sense;
Harold, who came to this steak-frv as a guest and stayed;
Coy. an eager worker, who probably knows his way around the campus more than Prexy or the Deans:
Phil Greene, who left early, so all the more appreciated for his short but enjoyable stay.
The spirit of fellowship that existed among the members of this small group has grown during the party.
It is an understatement to say that it is held sacred by each, and will increase (.luring the years ahead.
President Weston Emery
of those Independents-of-at-least-four-years,
Alpha Psi Chapter of
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
First row ; |. Ernester, I. Willox, B. Humphreys, P. Klinefelter, J. Covello, J. Thomas, B. McBryde.
Second row: C. Ilarra, D. Hansen. T. Whittle, J. Johnson, I', i liolley.
Third row: 15. Williams. M. Talton, R. Holton, H, Osten, J. Mellon. T. Ransdell.
Last row: C. McDonnell, I). Hollister, B. Arnov, J. Ogilvie, B. Custer, K. Koswell, |. Diedrieh, C. Whitney.
Installed at Rollins in 1927
Founded: 1865 Number of chapters: 65
Flower: Rose
Colors: Crimson and Gold
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
I. 1. In the beginning God created the campus. 2. And the
c
_
, . campus was waste and void. 3. And all darkness was on
Jim brnster, President the face of the earth for there were yet no K. A.'s.
4. And God said, Let there he a fraternity. And there was
a fraternity. 5. And God called the fraternity Kappa Alpha; and God said that it was good.
6. And God said, Let us make a man and let him be lord over all things that creepeth on the campus.
7. And God called the man a K. A. and he was good.
II. f. And it came to pass that the K. A.'s grew, and the tribe of Alpha Psi was not the least. 2. And in the first
and twentieth year there was at the head of the tribe one who called himself Ernster. 3. And the leader
called forth his group and spake unto them, saving, Be fruitful and replenish our fraternity. 4. And so it
came to pass that fifteen stalwart men were pledged. 5. By name they were called, Behrens of the Sundike
Visage, Grey the Mighty, Johnson of the Black Mane, Williams the Elder, Wallace the Infant, Willox of
the Iron Drum, Brown of the Mighty Fin, Bartholomew of the Ruby Throat, Burkhardt of the Wise Words,
Gus of the Peeples, Sirmons of the Golden Mane, Mellon the Fisher, McDonnell of the Ivories, and Bochette
of the Gridiron. And thev were good and well received.
III. 1. Now on the tenth day of the fourth month of the first and twentieth year, the children of Kappa Alpha
were assembled with neckties and pressed suits upon them. 2. And they were photographed.
3. There was Ernster and he was their leader and father. Also did he edit the Tomokan. And it was
read. 4. Forsooth, near him was the prodigal Custer. Dear was he to the daughters of the campus.
5. Roswell was thereupon posed. And he was bright of mind and industrious. 6. And it came to pass that
Copeland was absent; he and Fenderson acteth in drama so as to please even the deaf and the blind. 7.
Joe, son of Master, powerful of bodv and mind, great of heart, thereby was, and smileth.
8. And it came to pass that Shollev stood near; and he was lord of the Sandspur, which pricketh his side
sorely. 9. He who leereth is Donald, offspring of Hansen. 10. And he singeth and maketh joy at the mention
of the word football. 1 1. Thereby with him was Bay, son of Holton. 12. And he will take unto him a wife,
Mary by name, before the snow falleth again.
13. Hereby sitteth Whittle, who spelleth destruction to the opposing teams. 14. But he is well seen in the
eyes of heaven and Beverly. 15. Fair of Face and virtuous is Charles of Harra. He saileth and loveth with
equal grace and ardor. 16. Beneath the curly locks stands McBryde. And though he was strong, he
trembleth at the touch of the maiden, Ann.
17. Behold, the sons of Blakemore, Tom and Milt by name. The former driveth like the wind and talketh
in his sleep 18. And Milton was bright in his mind and ambitions, and true to the maiden. Dee. 19. Here-
with we approach Covello, Klinefelter, and Triton who are a tempest on the field of nine, yet gentle as
rain to those they call their brothers.
20. Yon beardless youth is Beach who doth plav upon his flute and chant strange music. 21. And the music
of Thomas and Diedrich swelleth and doth bring pleasure to the earth. For they are masters of touch.
22. Active of limb was Hank of Osten. 23. Yes, and there were few to oppose him, for he was mighty.
24 Following was he who was the power. G. W., son of Mooney, powerful in body and deed. 25. Behold
we see Bansdell, the Disciple of Study, and lo, he weareth the signia of Phi. 20. And it came to pass that
Norm and Bob did master the racket and club. 27. For none could beat them.
28. The elder of the tribe. McKeithan by name, was loved by his brothers for his spirit and serv ice. 29. He
that speaketh with the voice of an angel is Schafer. 30. And he was looked upon as an Oracle by his
brethren. 31. Whitney therefore posed. 32. And he was like a magician with nail and hammer.
33. Herew ith we appproaehed Ogilvie, Baldwin, and McCreery. Quiet of word, and pure in heart are these
three wise men from Orlando. 34. Fair of face and hair is John of Fitzgerald. 35. And he is dear to the
hearts of those who call him brother. 36. The sons of Windham. Billy and Jim, are absent. But not in the
minds of their brothers.
37. Yon bearded youth is Boris, stout of heart and pure of mind. Dark in the hair and skin is Ed of Gran-
berrv . 38. He rovveth and loveth with equal zest and grace.
39 Stan, son of Schultz, powerful with pen and word, did take unto himself a wife by the name of Pidge.
40. Behold, behold them: thus speaketh Richard, who is thy historian and philosopher. Behold them, for
thev shall be strong and live when all others perish from the face of this earth.
Theta Gamma Zeta Chapter of
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
First row: C. VanBuren, B. Harland,
J. Ballman, E. Walker, B. Ferguson, E. Hartle y, T. McElwee.
Second row: B. Adelsperger, 1). Darty, D. Meifert, M. Blockinger,
J. Anderson, J. McCauslin.
Third row: K. Turner, 1). Durgin, S. Pollard, H. Meifert, D. Elliott, K. Newbern.
Fourth row: H, Hamlin, C. Knecht,
J. Murphey, K. Alt. J. Corliss, H. Moody, D. Sisson, G. Franklin.
Founded: 1909
Installed at Rollins in 1924
Number of Chapters:110
Colors: Purple, Green, and Gold
Flower: White Rose
HOOKER HALL
HABITATS
President Bob Ferguson
The past yeai has been most successful for the Lambda Chi
men. Thru graduation and the fact that some fellows decided
to get their education at some other institution Theta Gamma
started the year vvitli only eighteen men. but due to the efforts
of the few men left we brought that number up to the high total of forty-four men, counting the noses of all ac-
tives and pledges.
In the way of social events the men of Hooker Hall put on their second annual "Costume Ball" which again
proved that everyone likes to dress up and be different for at least one nite. At Christmas time, with Hooker dee-
orated, we had our Xmas party and most people were filled with the spirit of that season. In between times we
managed to have our usual beer parties and gay gatherings to relieve the monotony of classes.
In athletics, altho not winning many first places, the men proved that Lambda Chi was always among the
first three groups and always gave the other intramurals teams a stiff battle. In varsity athletics we were
well represented in football with eleven men on the squad and in baseball and crew had men playing or row-
ing in key positions.
This vear, as in other years, we are losing some seniors. We are indeed lucky that only four men this year
will leave Hooker, but their loss will be sincerely felt and we know that their places can never again be filled.
The men graduating are:
Bob Ferguson-President of the fraternity in 1947-48; Member of O D K national honorary society; member
of the O.O.O.O; and a member of more organizations than we care to list and last with his forthcoming mar-
riage a member of the great institution of matrimony. We wish you success Ferg in all your ventures. Your
presence will be missed.
Ernie Walker-Vice-President of the fraternity in 1947-48; Singer in Chapel; Student Choir Director, Leader
of our glee club and the last of the pre-war men. We all will miss "Zeke's" high tenor voice and his rule in
beanerv.
Don Ellrott—Captain of many of our Intramural teams; hearts player deluxe; all around good fellow. He
gave his frat pin awav once a year, but this time it will go back to New York with him. Good luck, Don.
Bill Knauer—the best golfer in the fraternity. His outsides interests didn't give him too much chance to get
to the house, but his prowess on the links carried us to many final golf matches. Keep hitting Bill.
At any time of the day or nite the chapter room is filled with smoke and the riffing of cards. Foots Brumley,
Hank Moody, Big Cholly Brakefield, fim Til shoot the moon" McMenemy, Fred Hartley, Jerry Murphy and
various others are at the national pastime of playing Hearts. The cries of the loser can be heard throughout the
house as the boys really lay it on. Out at the tennis courts you can find Bud Adelsperger and Marshall Hinker
or Ted McElwee passing the time of day. John Brown, Bobby Harland, and Dud Durgin spend their time at Dubs
playing golf they tell us. Jim Anderson, Cal Peacock, and George Franklin find their relief from classes in a
place called Bobbies. Van Buren, when he's not with Pat, is working on his ear. Don Sisson spends his time
between here and Cocoa, working and fishing. Long John Corliss and Sabe Pollard spend their time keeping
the sorority girls in a constant dither, Kenny Newbern tinkles the ivories or sings while Mel Blockinger and
|ohn Ballman have interests that keep them out of mischief most of the time. Buzzy scares all of us to death
riding his motorcycle on the sidewalks or driving around in his Lincoln. The two Meifert boys just usually
lounge around doing nothing and Keith Turner helps them.
Our pledge class is a big one, in more ways than one. H. B. spends his time playing football. Softball and
just playing. Lee "Pie Face" Smith serenades us, Charlie Knecht goes along in his quiet way, Stan Hamblen
drives around in his blue and vellow car, Ted Emery insists we come over to his house for a party. Bud Johnson
joins the rest of the group at Bobbies, Jack McCauslin, our newest addition, helps c lean up the house, and all in
all we couldn't ask much more of a pledge class.
So our vear comes to a close Its been a good year when you consider everything. We had our disappoint-
ments and little differences, but the fun we had, the friends we made, the good spirit that prevailed made us
feel happv. To the Seniors all we can say is good luck and come back and sec us. we'll miss you. To the Rollins
Familv. happy vacation, see you soon.
Epsilon Tau Chapter of
SIGMA NU
Back row: B. Filzwater, W. Sellers, B. Draughon, |. Lister, A. Tomasko.
Second row: I'. Simpson, F. Mark land. H. Heed. C. Stevens, ('.. Ferrens.
Third row: B. Saviors, G. Marks, J. Lamberton, I''. Allen, R. Sauerbrun, W. Pittman.
Fourth row: L. Wagner,
J. Shollenberger, J. Bedortha, I). Brinegar, f. Belt.
Fifth row : I'. I .it lull. li. Lowe, (;. Cocalis, F. Natolis, M. McLeish, B. O'Hara.
Sixth row: (). Cashwell, E. Brinson, II. [ames, B. Knott, M. Malis, B. Rinck.
Installed at Rollins in 1938
Founded: 1869 Number of chapters: 98
Flower: White rose
Colors: Black, white, and gold
RAISING HELL
The clock on the wall tolled midnight (why shouldn't it? It
w as midnight ), and as the last stroke of the hell died into silence,
the room was filled with a loud "pool" (whoever heard of a soft
"poof"?), and out of the cloud of smoke appeared Mephisto-
pheles, looking very much like Mike Malis. A buzz buzzed
through the room as lie cleared his throat to speak.
"Harumph—Quiet, men-er-you little devils, that is. Quiet or
I 11 sing at you.' Immediately the buzzing stopped, and the
booming resonant voice of the devil shattered the stillness and
the walls.
W hen you were sent here to find out of these mortals, you
were given assignments. At this time. I would like to hear the
President Gordon Marks reports of the committees on activities, and your strateg) on
bow to conquer them next year. All right, who's first?"
"I am," shouted everyone in unison, but Clyde Stevens, larger than most, shoved bis way forward and man-
aged to make himself beard.
"Sir, we found out that these mortals like to play games, so we decided it would be good for us to beat
them at their own games, so they'd get frustrated, and maybe kill themselves off. I've been playing baseball,
and I'm pretty good. 'Fireball', they call me. Natolis played too and so did Sauerbraun. Then there's a bunch
that played another game, football thev call it: Bedortha, Lowe. Cordon, Allen, Flowers, Brinegar and that crew.
They're really rough. And Jim Lister dives and water skis darn good. We've all done good work, and figure
next year we'll go great." Mephistopheles was about t<> ask for the next report, but before he got the chance,
a small, museularly compact figure shouldered its way to the fore. It was Dick Knott.
"Wait a minute," be demanded, brandishing a fist, "I'm an athlete too. Look at that arm! Look at that leg!
I've been making myself tough by lifting weights. By next year, I'll be able to take on all these men single-
banded. I'll show them." The applause was deafening, and he sat clown amid cries of "Hurrah for Dick" and
"Yeah, Dick, he's tough."
"Well done, little man." commended the devil. "Now, who's next?"
"I am," bellowed Rotundas Rinck, silencing the rest of the group with three-sixteenths whammv. There's
a certain thing these men have that thev value very highly. Thev call it money, so I decided I could make
them very unhappy by taking it from them. There's Walsh, Marks, "Tycoon" Tomasko, McLeish, Simpson. Sav -
iors, Allen and myself working on this plan. We're doiing allright too."
"Very good," applauded Mephistopheles, "Loan me five, will you? Next!"
"My turn, my turn," shouted Frank Markland. "We're smarter than these guvs. We're attacking at the weak-
est point, women. Tutbill, Warner and Lamberton already got one to keep, and |ames, Ferrans, (ocalis, Cash-
well, Pittman, Draughon, Wagner, Brinson, Reed and Lister are working on one. Of course, I don't stick to one.
These men like women; can't seem to get along without them, so I figure the more 1 take avvav from them,
the better. Women like me too."
"That's a good plan, Frank. But be careful," said Mephistopheles. "Women are tricky. They'll ruin the devil
out of you. Ha! Ha! Ahem. I know. I've been working the same plan, and I've had my troubles. Well, now go
on. Next group."
"Here we are," yelled Harry James from behind his easel, "over here." Shollenberger and I've got an orig-
inal plan. You take a piece of canvas, see? Then you take some paint, see? Then you take a brush and splash
paint all over the canvas in splotches and lines and call it a painting. Then you hang it up in an art gallery,
and when people look at it. they say, "Oh. how wonderful, and go home and develop complexes which ruin
them. See?"
"Aba! Very good," said Mephistopheles, forcing his eves back into focus. "Anyone else have anthing to say?'
"I have," burped Harry Hegler. "I'm going to write stories. Men believe anything thev read, so I II tell them
what we want them to know. Belt's going to help me. We're smart, we are."
"Yes, of course. Anyone else?'
"Sure." drawled Fitzwater, "I'm goin to invent an atomic bomb so s these crazy men can blow themselves
to pieces, and we can have the world to ourselves.
"Don't forget me," squeaked Wallv Sellers. "I'm going to be a doctor, and when sick people come to me. I II
make them sicker. So there, too.
"I see," said Mephistopheles, "that we have aptly prepared ourselves to conquer these foolish being next
year. Some of you, of course won t be with us. I have promoted Spirits Rinck, Ferrans, Markland, Cocalis, Walsh.
Tomasko and Sauerbraun to other fields of evil endeavor. But thev leave their burden in capable hands. And
when we return next year, Heaven help these poor mortals, if it can.
X CLUB
Back row:
J.
Kelly, B. Chisholm, B. Koch, H. Cox, C. Kelly, H. Hancock, E. Motch.
Middle row: (). Mooney, D. Clark. N. |nstice, I". 1'olak, D. Palmer, B, Dawson, J. Arnold, A. Swacker.
Front row; [. Bartlett, P. Fay, S. Witherall, B. Daniels, R. Cliisl.olin, II. Coodwin. C. Clii/ik. II. Fisher, W. Wattles, f, Redding,
15. Tate.
Local Organization
Founded: 1929
Flowers: Pansie and lilies
Colors: Black and blue
X CLUB
At one of our meetings this spring, Prex\ gave us the low-
down on the origin of the X Club. According to him, it was
President Herman Goodwin founded way hack in 1870 something by Darwin, Spencer and
Huxley. The purpose was to have a group of men who wen
individuals. Meetings were held once a month SO that the members could iron out certain arguments pertinent
to the times. Out of this great beginning developed the Rollins College X Club. Incidentally, the original X
Club was one which did not have any governing body or ritual. The RC one hasn't any ritual and as little
government as possible. As far as individuality is concerned, the RC X Club is perhaps composed of the most
individual individuals in the universe. Herman Goodwin, Jr., oi Orlando was president and Ralph Chisholm of
St. Cloud, vice-president. Gene Chizik. secretary, and Karl Flanagan, treasurer, completed the officers for 1948.
On the varsity football team, we had Ralph Chisholm, Gene Chizik, Burke Chisholm. Harry Hancock, Ottis
Mooney, Art Swacker, Happy Clarke. Buddy Tate, Frank Pollack, fim Imand, fim Kelly, Dub Palmer. Max
Grulke, and Pete Fave, who was also president of the Freshman class. On the golf team we put Peter Dye, Clyde
Kellev, and fupe Arnold. On the crew team we placed Pete Faye, and Pxl Motch. ()n the baseball team we
had Harvard Cox, jupe Arnold, and Harry Hancock.
In the intramurals we came in second for the Clerk trophy. However, we managed to grab three firsts:
golf, volley-ball, and swimming. Bill Koch, Ed Motch, Jack Redding, Howard Fisher, and Scotty Wetherell really
did some p'ain and fancy swimming for the meet. We tied for third place in football, took second in basketball,
and were fourth in diamond ball. Not a bad season, not bad, not good.
The Clubbers proved their versatility by doing a bit of acting over in the Annie Russell, fim Bartlett took
part in a number of plays while Howard Fisher had the lead in Soroyan's, "The Time of Your Life." fack Red-
ding and Art Swacker had major roles in this play. Swacker also had the lead in the Independent Show , "That
Kid Kidd." Redding and Cecil Van Hoose also took part in this production.
We moved up one notch in the academic rating and this was cause for much jubilation. Who knows, next
year we mav be even third from the bottom?
In the Student Council election, we politicked Art Swacker into the Presidency.
Club officers for the coming year include: Art Swacker. President; Harry Hancock. Vice-President; Cecil
Van Hoose. Secretary, and Harvard Cox, Treasurer.
Seniors leaving us this year include: Jack Redding. Lawrence Dawson, Howard Fisher, Ralph Chisholm, Bob
Daniels, Herman Goodwin, Earl Flanagan, Ottis Mooney, Gene Chizik, |ack Me(.'all. Gus Sakkis. and Dick
Walker.
Socially speaking. William Koch married Freddie Sommers in chapel on May 31.
All in all. as Ilappv Clarke said. "Not a bad year, not bad. not good.'
INDEPENDENT MEN
Standing: J. Sayers, C. Gundelach, B. Robbins, K. Ra^sdalc H. h rirdlancl, C. Liheiman.
kneeling:
J. Popeck, N. Friedland, B. Bazley, R. Lambert, C. MacCardell.
THE GALLERY
Last week the Rollins Art Society held its second annual art
xhibit at the Rollins Museum of Art. The doors were opened
Jack SayerS, President to the public at noon and remained ajar all night to allow art
lovers tlie opportunity to view the paintings with special care
and appreciation The exhibit was concerned wholly with portraits of the most prominent members of the
Men's Independent group at Rollins.
The exhibition hall was brilliantly lighted and all portraits stood out conspicuously against the wall.
On the left, closest to the door, the first portrait was of a trio of Basque youths, the famous de Uresti
brothers vaudeville act, with their assistant, a tall, dark-haird femme fatale. Next on the wall, was a sketch
called "The Public-Minded Citizen." Closer scrutiny revealed the countenance of Jim Wray, delivering Wallace
For President placards to a group of hostile Floridians. Then a statuette. "Man Devouring Tarpon"—Bill Meares
A Grecian statue in the middle of the gallerv proved to be Jack Flannelly in bathing trunks. A side room, Ten-
nis Hall, or Hall Tennis, held a group of figures prominent in the tennis room—Gardner Larned, Enrique Buse,
and Ricardo Babiers in a small-scale doubles match with alumnus Jack Kramer.
Back in the main room, a small water-color of Bill Barker was entitled "The Bohemian." An action photo-
graph of a football game showed Paul Odom in the process of a flying tackle; a baseball shot showed Jim Walker
in a diving one-handed catch of a scorching line drive. A blank spot on the wall, donated with compliments of
Jack McDowall, was to have been a portrait of Andre Stenbock. An Arrow Collar ad of Dick Glatthar. and
a beach scene of Tom Godfrev. A portrait of the "Artist As A Young Man" showed Bill Shelton bending over
a Corona with Pete Van Metre and Harold Mcfvinnev peaking over his shoulder. An oil portrait, "Sleeping
Beautv" proved to be Pierre Thompson, and one entitled "Man In Intense Concentration" was John Huska.
Two figures shaking hands and patting one another on the back, called "The Politicians" was Dick Every and
Joe Popeck.
Over against the other wall stood a large oil painting, big enough to cover several square feet of wall,
showing Sgt. Jack Sayers putting new recruit Bill Sanders through the rudiments of basic training.
At this juncture our reverie was interrupted by Civ Liberman entering with a plate of sandwiches, and
the janiior, Harry Levene, entering with a broom, followed by Charlie Gundelach checking up to see that
everything was in order.


STUDENT COUNCIL
Standing: D. Every, B. Rlnck, C. Gundelach, S. Burchers,
f.
Redding, |. Master.
Seated: M [. Whitley, B. Burkhart, A. O'Neal, E. Cain, M. Egan, II. Ellis. P. Meyer.
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
In a college where individualized education is the
keynote, it is only natural that every student should
play a role in the college government. So it is that the
constitution states that all students shall become mem-
bers of the Student Association.
Executive and judicial powers oi the Assoc iation
are vested in the Student Council, composed of one
representative from each fraternity and sorority, tour
independents, one faculty member, the college treas-
urer, and the two Deans.
Popular elections, always lively, last year brought
likeable Dick Everv to the Presidency, which he has
handled very capably. Joe Master is Vice-President
Mary Jane Whitley, Secretary; and Earl Flannagan
holds the purse strings as Comptroller.
The Council operates through committees whose
titles tell the respective functions: The Welcoming
Committee makes newcomers to the Rollins family
feel quickly at home; the Finance Committee handles
the students' financial interest in the Student Center;
the Social Committee take; care of all campus social
events; the Dance Committee sponsors the last event
of the year, the annual Senior Dance; the Student
Standard Committee looks after cases of students
having scholastic difficulties.
Representatives carry important proposals back to
their respectiv e groups who express their opinions be-
fore final votes are taken. Thus, when the Council
convenes on Monday nights to solve problems and
to pass laws, it is really the student body in action.
Prexy
Dick, Mary Jane, and Joe
PUBLIC
Page Colcord
"R" Boofc Editor
As integral a part of all student activities at Rol-
lins College as books and studies, are the under-
graduate publications. Indeed, work on the year book,
literary magazine, a weekly newspaper, and freshman
guides furnishes many students with a valuable ex-
perience that cannot be obtained from the study of
any textbook. Publications at this small but mighty
college are functional in that they serve well every
phase of undergraduate life.
PUBLICATIONS UNION
Top row: B. [Iillyard, E. Flanagan, Z. W eston. P. Colcord. Bottom row: B. Daniels, C. Seymour, A. Tomasko.
OPINION
The Tomokan, a book published annually by the members ol the graduating ( lass represents a
sor! ol summation of the year's activities and the achievements ol the seniors. It is dedicated to four
loud years spent at the Alma Mater and it serves as a milestone to be approached and then passed by
the succeeding c lasses.
Purely a literary magazine, the Flamingo attains a degree ol perfection seldom found in sim-
ilar collegiate publications. 'I his year has been an eventful one for the Flamingo, for its editors
realized its functions and reshaped the magazine to fit the mold. It represents a melting pot ol stu-
dent affairs that are recrystallized, given literary value and then set forth in the form ol a magazine
to invite and hold the interest ot its readers.
The Sandspur, weekly student newspaper, is a powerful factor in the thoughts and activities of
students and faculty. It definitely tries not to exert an influence on the undergraduate body, but is
influenced by student thought, for little administrative censorship is used to direct the channels in
which it moves and the policies tor which it stands. A modernized make-up was the Sandspur's most
important improvement this year.
Having as its main purpose the serving of a guide to new students, the "IV Book is often termed
the "Freshman Bible. Last fall, the entering class received the benefit of the extra hums spent by
the editors in making this little book a more complete and comprehensible product.
Taking all into consideration, Rollins student publications are a vital step in the development ol
a personality.
TOMOKAN
Standing: B. Hillyard, V. I lair. S. Reinsmith, X. Butts. M. C. Upthegrove, B. Ott, B. Lewis. I'. Shapiro.
Seated: B. Boyle, B. Barker, J. Ernster.
SANDSPUR
Top row: |. Lipscomb. P. Furey, C. Austen, G. Tully, N. Van Zile, B. Ott, P. Meyer.
Bottom row: H. Ellis, C. Posten, A. Knigbt, A. Hennig, M. Adams.
LANGUAGE GROUPS
GERMAN CLUB
Standing: G. Spencer, R. Wilson, V. Smedstad, E. Vio-
lante, I). Larsen, li. Friedland, J. Ogilvie, R. Fischer,
H. |ohnson.
Seated: k. I I aei i lei k i i, V. Giguere, 13. Wolking, \I.
Miller, M. F. Hill, M. L. Rothermel.
FRENCH CLUB
Standing: F. Entwistle, V. Brooks, S. Lanier,
f.
Shollen-
berger, E. Cain, S. Kirk, R. Wood, R. Andrews, O.
Llano, X. Bourgain, R. Fischer. |. Byrd, X. Burgess,
M. Adams, M. Bell. K. Haenichen, V. Salario, A. de
Uresti. F. Hartley.
Seated: |. Cooper, V. Butler, G. Hastings, B. Barker, E.
Grand, C. V. Beaucop, S. Reinsmith, |. de Uresti, V.
Stacey.
CHAPEL COMMITTEES
RACE RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Top row: S. Monroe, G. Herpel, E. Holdt, J. Ault.
Bottom row: B. Lewis, P. Shapiro, P. Pierce, J. Bernhardt.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Back row: G. Marks, J. deUresti, F. Hartley.
Front row: Z. Weston, E. Cain, M. Beese, M. C. Upthegrove, E. Brackett, M. Prince.
STUDIO CLUB
Top row: N. Friedland. L. Johnston, M. Egan, D. Greason.
Second row: D. Hudgens, P. Shapiro, I. White, J. Rainaud, E. Shulz, R. Boyle.
Third row: M. Austin, A. Hennig, F. Crouse, P. Sutliff.
Bottom row: P. Lawwill, C. Austen.
'THE MALE ANIMAL"

"THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET"
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
hirst row: R. Huntley, I. Phelps, N. Gilbert, J. Bell, Kleinhans, R. Fitzwater.
Second row: Y. Salario, M. Frinee, S. Verdin, E. Miller, P. Rehm, E. Baldwin, P. Schwing,
E. Morrow.
Third row: R. Wilson, R. Anderson, W. Sellers. A. Ortiz-Busigo, E. Vincent, E. Granberry,
G. Spencer.
ZETA ALPHA EPSILON
lop row: H. Huntley, G. Saute, I. Phelps, J. Bell, P. Vestal.
Second row: R. Chisholm, D. Cramp, I. Groves, B. Anderson.
Bottom row : B. Shor, E. LaBoiteaux, E. Morrow, D. Wolking.
WHO'S WHO
Top row: ]. Master, Z. Weston.
Bottom: \V. HiiKk. C.. TnlK. A. O'Neal, II. Goodwin,
f.
Brown, E. Holdt, M, C. Upthegrove.
GIRLS' "R" CLUB
Back row: A. Acree, \. Butts. S. Fry, M. C. Upthegrove.
Front row: B. Stanley, R. Shaffer, N. Depperman, I.. Bongart.
Honor fraternities at Rollins are as varied as they are numerous.
There are those for men, for women, for scholars, musicians, actors,
and debaters.
The highest honor that a student can receive is either O.D.K. for
men or Libra for women. Both are limited to Upper Division students
who have been prominent in campus activities. Omicron Delta Kappa
is a national, honorary service fraternity and has been in Rollins since
1931. Its aim is to further the best interests of the college by creating
a more immediate relationship between the college administration and
the students. Each year O.D.K. offers a cup to the oustanding senior
athlete.
The Order of the Libra is a local organization, founded in 1935,
with fundamentally the same aims as O.D.K. It corresponds to national
Mortar Board.
Although scholarship forms an integral part of each honor society,
only two make it the primary requisite. These are the Key Society and
the Phi Society. Phi Society is limited to the ten highest ranking
freshmen and is sponsored by the Phi Beta Kappa members of the
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Ton row : W. Wattles. A. Kn> art. W. Melcher, D. Cheney.
Bottom : D. Vincent, [. Master, G. Tully, R. Ferguson, II. Bailey, I). Every, W. R
PRESTIGE
faculty. The Key Society lias as members Upper Division students w ho
have attained a high scholastic average.
The Florida Delta chapter ol Pi Gamma Mu, national social science
fraternity, was installed at Rollins in L932. The election of its members
is restricted to those w ho have shown prominence in the field ol social
science work. Upper Division social science majors are eligible, il
they have a high scholastic rating.
Phi beta is a national honor society whose purpose is the promotion
ot music and drama in the college campus life. Its members arc out-
standing contributors to the musical and dramatic life ol the college.
().().().(). is shrouded in the deepest mystery. Each year the names
of its eight senior members are announced, but its other members
and meeting place arc unknown. Its publicized purpose is to create,
preserve, and foster the traditions and ideals ol Rollins.
Participants in intercollegiate debates or winners ol at least two
debates are eligible for membership in the national forensic fraternity
of Pi Kappa Delta.
LIBRA
Top row: M. Cleveland. F. Warren, E. Holdt, II. Strong, M. Wilcox.
Bottom: C. Seymour, P. Shapiro, Z. Weston, |. Brown, B. Burkhart, M. C. Upthegrove, A. Acree
KEY SOCIETY
Standing: B. Aycrigg, B. Rinck,
f.
Brown, P. Meyer, M. Barksdale. H. Walsh.
Seated: H. Ellis, C. Seymour, B. Burkhart, A. Peel, O. llano.
PHI BETA
Standing: C. Seymour, |. Cartwright, O. Llano, L. King, B. Coitli. |. Stanciu, A. Lovell.
M. Bell,
J.
Byrd.
Seated: T. Weaver, N. Van Zile, P. Drinkwater, E. Bellen, M. Barksdale, E. Voorhis,
M. Fowler, V. Ciguere.

DEAN DARRAH
Chapel Choir
[*op row : P. Hubbard, B. Costello, E. Langley, B. McCue.
Second row:
f.
McCauslin. E. Rose\car, A. Minor. B. Madscn, I 1'. McFalls, G. Simmons, F.
Hartley, T. Mullen, M. Schwartz.
Third row: C. Alfred, |. Biggerstaff, M. L. Rothemel, |, Romer, [. Byrd, N. Burne'.t, M. Haley,
W. Kuehl, |. Murnhey, f. CooDer, Dr. Honaas, Dr. Siewert, M. Mai s. E. Bartholomew, C.
MacCardeli, V. Cneney, E. Walker. V. Estes, B. Coith, G. B. Wright, M. Wdliams, M.
Barksdale, J. Fredrick.
I roni row : P. Ionian, E. Bull, A. Ci ingham, C. Sorey, M. Sinclair. M. Aycrigg, M. Branning,
\. Van Zile, T. Weaver. M. Bell, I. Nelson. L. Clieeseman, |. Hood, S. Christiansen,
G. Herpel, S. McDowall, M. F. Hill, B. McLaughlin, A. Hendrix, M. C. Upthegrove.
CHAPEL USHERS
H. fames, D. Brim-gar, G. Tully, G. Ferrans, B. Adelsperger, V. Natolis, D. Saviors, |. Ballman.
CHAPEL STAFF
Top row: H. Davis,
J.
Sayers, J. de Uresti, S. Pollard. H. Boyle, D. Darrah.
Bottom row: C. Adolfs, N. Van Zile, C. Posten, P. German, T. Head.


FOOTBALL
Rollins 9 Erskine 19
Rollins 20 Richmond 6
Rollins Miami 6
Rollins 13 ^Newberry 12
Rollins 27 Stetson 7
Rollins 13 Marshall 7
Rollins 4CL Otterbein
First row: G. Chizik. G. Sakkis, R. Chisholm, B. Chisholm, O. Mooney, T. Whittle, O. Clark, H. Hancock, D. Darty, C. Peacock.
Second row: F. Natolis, H. Baxter, G. Mooney, H. Rodenbaugh, B. Schafer, B. Gordon, H. Brmnley, K. Horton, C. Knecht.
Third row: J. Inland, B. Tate, T. Smith, J. Grey, P. Odom, P. Fay. Murphy.
Fourth row: N. Justice, J. Bedortha, K. Flowers, D. Allen, G. Johnson, L. Bochette, M. Grulke, J. Kelly.
1 ifth row: B. Lowe, E. Sirmons, A. Swacker.
Dick Darty Burke Chisholm Ottis Mooney
Ralph Chisholm Gene Chizik Ken Horton




BASEBALL
The crack of bats and the smack of ball meeting glove out at Harper Shepherd Field early this spring sig-
nalled the return of |oe Justice and the Rollins Nine to the baseball wars and the defense of their high laurels.
After a shakv start, during which thev split with the University of Georgia and the University of Alabama,
the Tars settled down to some spectacular playing and won two straight from Miami and Florida State Uni-
versity. As this story goes to press another brilliant season seems to be in the offing for our Big Nine!

Buzzy and Bill
You're Out
Jupe and Jughead
TENNIS
Rollins 9 Clemson
Rollins 9 Florida Southern
Rollins 9 Stetson
Rollins 8 Miami 1
MEN'S TENNIS TEAM
Seated: E. Copelancl.
Standing: [. Masters. E. Buse, f. Windham, G. Peeples, B. Behrens, R. Balbiers, II
Adelsperger, N. Copelancl, ]. Redding, B. Windham.

M. Norris, N. Morrison. I). |ens n. N. Depperman, S. Fry, J. Clarke.
Jean Shirley Norm
Bill Hymie Pete
GOLF TEAM

When hats arc being doffed to Rollins sports tl
year, the old "toppers" must be dusted to the crt
for Coach U. T. Bradley and his crew cohorts certaii
deserve aristocratic plaudits for their season.
As we go to press, they already have the scalps
Boston University, Dartmouth College, A. [. C, a
Amherst. II this is any indication, Dad Vail is in t
bag. ( Let 'em out!
)
BLUE CREW
Seated: H. Davis.
Standing: I). Brincgar, ( :. McDonnell, A. Ortiz-Busigo, E. Motch, B. Couch, B. Horner,
E. Cranberry, H. [ames.
CREW
TARPON
This year the Tarpon group, directed by Mary Upthegrove
and Kaye Haenichen, is composed of fourteen girls who practice
their formation swimming several times a week. Their schedule
included two exhibitions performed at Rollins, and the annual
gala performance held at Sanlando. The group also participated
in the All-College Play Day against Webber College.
I'. Lawwill, M. Mountcastle, B. McLaughlin, 1'. Schwing, M. C. Upthegrove, A. Hennig, H. Burkhart, N. Thaggard, K. Haenichen, N. Noide, C. Hall.

CHEER LEADERS
L
Mary Upthegrove, Captain
Jack Redding
Jolie Wheeler
Ginger Butler
Dick Every
Dottie Aubinoe
Sam Burchers
Ginger Brooks
Pat Van Sickle
Jackie Bullock

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Same Address. Town, and State
Abbott, Dana 12 12 Lakeshore Drive, Chicago, 111.
Adams, Elizabeth Sue 219 Whittier Circle, Orlando. Fla.
Adams, Mary Alice 118 Lucerne Circle, Orlando. Fla.
Adelsperger, Henry 3436 Denton Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Alfred, Carolyn Box 324. Amanda Koad, Lancaster, Ohio
Allen. Donald Wilson -
. . .Route 2, Box 018, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Allen, W ilson Frank • -155 Huntington Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Allison, Claude 2023 Cerda Terrace, Orlando, Fla.
Alt, Francis 136 Park Lake Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Ammerman, A. [oyce Killarney Circle, Winter Park, Fla.
Anderson, James Bruce- • • • L3 W. Copeland Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Anderson, Louis Rexroat 1800 Hollywood Ave.,
Winter Park, Fla.
Andrews, |ames Richard 1652 North 27th St.,
Birmingham 4, Ala.
Arbogast, Robert. • North Oak Street, Box 375, Lakeview, Ohio
Arnold, fulian Ray Groveland, Fla.
Arnov, Boris Box 178, Oakland, Fla.
Atkinson, Virginia Ann 2936 Bellaire St., Denver 7. Colo.
Aubinoe, Doroth) L. • • • 7300 Overhill Road, Bethesda 14, Md.
Ault, [uanita 207 Emery Ave., Orlando. Fla.
Austen, Carole 64 Sagamore Road, Bronxville, X. V.
Austin. Mary L. Ferndale Road, Wayzata, Minn.
Aycrigg, Benjamin 178 Brewer Ave., Winter Park. Fla.
Aycrigg, Mary Lee 178 Brewer We., Winter Park, Fla.
Bacchus, |ean White Hall Farms, Elkton, Md.
Baker, Judith 1525 W est High St., Lima 4. Ohio
Balbiers, Ricardo- .Nogales 691, Los Leques, Santiago, Chile
Baldwin. Edna Route 3. Crystal Springs, Miss.
Baldwin, Harrj Alexander llalekala Ranch, Makawao,
Maui, Hawaii
Baldwin, Harry Allied. . . .3039 Middlesex Road, Orlando, Fla.
Ballman, |ohn 1133 Seneca Road, Wilmette, 111.
Barker. W illiam Lake Bcauclair, Mount Dora, Fla.
Barksdale, Martha Lee 363 Lincoln Ave., Orange, N.
f.
Bartholomew. Ernest East Main St., Branford, Conn.
Bartlett, fames Bruce- .835 Chester Road, Charleston 2, W. Va.
Baxter, Henry B. Pahokee, Fla.
Bazley, William fames- - I0'j Gardner's Lane, Ansonia, Conn.
Beach. David - . 110 Aikensidc Boad. Riverside, III.
Beard. Calvin 841 Greens Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Beard, [osephus 93 Fast Colonial Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Bedortha, fames '3705 Beaumont Drive,
Holiday's Cove. W. Va.
Behrens, Herbert 501 S. E. 8th St., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Bell, II. Margaret P. O. Box 174, Fort Meade, Fla.
Bellen, Elinore Wild Rose Boad. Westport, Conn.
Belt. Jack W. 4 115 Culbreth Ave., Tampa, Fla.
Best. Dorothj 32 Waverl) Place. Melbourne, Fla.
Bet/old, Harold South Sixth Street, Brainerd, Minn.
Biggerstafi, Jacqueline Route 2, Box .'315, Orlando. Fla.
Bitzer, Elizabeth Lee. . . ..'3001 Bav shore Blvd., Tampa, 6, Fla.
Blake e, Milton .'505 W est 7th St., Liberal, Kansas
Blakemore, Thomas 305 West 7th St., Liberal, Kansas
Bloekinger, Ml Kin $608 Cascade Drive. Yomigstown 7. Ohio
Bochette, Liston Darnell 309 West Newport Ave..
Gainesville, Fla.
Bogardus, Marv Constance 401 East Gambier St..
Ml. Vernon, Ohio
Bokas, Helen 7030 Paxton Avenue. Chicago 49, 111.
Bongart, Vema Lie 902 West W illiam. Champaign, III.
Bourgain, Nicole 07 Blvd. Haussmann, Paris 8, France
Bovle, Robert 21 Baker Ave., South Glen Falls, N. Y.
Bracked, Elaine I North Street, Brattleboro, Vermont
Bradley, Frances Lee. . . . 1243 Alberta Drive. Winter Park, Fla.
Brakefield, Charles 1390 Clay St.. Winter Park. Fla.
Blanch. Marv Edna (Mrs.) 666 Seminole Drive,
Winter Park, Fla.
Branning, Marv Eugenia .'3902 First Avenue No.,
St. Petersburg 0, Fla.
Brelsford, Elizabeth Ann- 2101 University Drive. Orlando, Fla.
Brinegar, Don Eugene- • - -2340 NAY. 55th Terrace, Miami. Fla.
Brinkman, Nancy L. 400 North Commonwealth Avenue,
Elgin, Illinois
Brinson, Edward Ill Emmet! Street. Kissimmee, Fla.
Brooks. Virginia Centre Conway. New Hampshire
Name Address, Town, and State
Brown, Jean (Mrs.). . . -612 Minnesota Ave.. Winter Park, Fla.
Brown. John II. H. 1326 Altaloma, Orlando, Fla.
Brown, John L. 612 Minnesota Ave.. Winter Park, Fla.
Brown. Kenneth B. D. 2, West Chester, Penn.
Browning, Betty Lou 1612 S.E. Second Street.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Brumley, Herman L. P. O. Box 894, Sanford, Fla.
Bufalino, Dorothea - • • .31 Ocean View Road, Swampscott, Mass.
Bull. Elizabeth D. 1108 West Third St., Sterling, 111.
Bullock. Mary Jacqueline 1301 Ingraham St., N. W.,
Washington 11, D. C.
Burcham, Beverly Ann 112 Vanderbilt Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Burchers, Samuel A. 206 South Navarro St., Victoria, Tex.
Burgess, Nancy R. D. 4, Rome, New York
Burgoon, Patricia Box 15, Indian River City, Fla.
Burkhardt, Donald Henry. -711 Lake Davis Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Burkhart, Beverly Box 1734, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Burnett, Nancy Carol - . Box 85, Brinker Road, Barrington, 111.
Buse, Enrique A. Barque Mariscal Caceres 64,
Lima, Peru, South America
Butler, Virginia P. 823 Nira St., Jacksonville 7. Fla.
Butt. Cracellen Lincoln Apartments, Winter Park, Fla.
Butts. Nancy. . . .253 [ohn Anderson Hwy., Ormond Beach, Fla.
Bv rd. Sara |oanne • -2731 Green Bay Lane, Jacksonville 7, Fla.
Calirie, Gerard 248 Fowler Avenue, Jersey City 5, N. J.
Cain, Eleanore C. 514 Stanley Avenue, Box 1050,
Clarksburg, West Virginia
Cartwright, Irma fean 4641 Astral St., Jacksonville, Fla.
Cashwell, Oscar - - 440 Delanev St., Orlando, Fla.
Cater, William 907 Royal Palm Court, Orlando, Fla.
Cavicchi, Barbara 121 School Street, Whitman, Mass.
Chambers, |an 53 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Cheney, Virginia 116 West Marks St.. Orlando, Fla.
Chisholm, Burke Lamar - -805 Virginia Ave.. St. Cloud. Fla.
Chisholm, Ralph 710 Michigan Ave., St. Cloud, Fla.
Chi/.ik, Gene 38 Maney Avenue, Asheville, N. C.
Christensen, Shirley 525 Minneola Ave., Clermont, Fla.
Clancy, fean 7258 Forest Avenue, Hammond, Ind.
Claparols. Mary 1050 Burbank Bd.. Wooster, Ohio
Clark, Beverly fean P. O. Box -370, Houston I, Texas
Clark, David Hope Port Richey, Fla.
Clark, Virginia Lee 25 East Harvard Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Clarke, fean 4420 Clairmont Ave., Birmingham 5, Ala.
Cocalis, George 21 Palisade Road, Elizabeth, N. J.
Coith, Barbara 1717 South Mills St., Orlando. Fla.
Colcord, Marv Page - • • -611 Smmv side Drive, Louisville 6, ky.
Colt, Marjory. . . .' 444 Main Street, Dalton. Mass.
Conwell, Martha fane. • 1215 Nottingham Road, Orlando, Fla.
Cook, Marie - - •' 3669 Dubsdread Circle, Orlando, Fla.
Cooper, |ack Ringgold, Ga.
Copeland, Edward 602 Volusia Ave., Daytona Beach, Fla.
Copeland, Nathan N. • • 602 Volusia Ave.. Daytona Beach, Fla.
Copely, Dorothy 1520 Grove Terrace. Winter Park. Fla.
Corliss, [ohn 616 Lake Avenue, Wilmette. Illinois
Costello, Robert 352 Thrall Street, Cincinnati 20, Ohio
Cotter, Beverly Joan Box 22, Osprey, Fla.
Conch, William- Box 158, Route 1, Winter Garden, Fla,
Covello, Vincent foseph 617!2 N. Hyer St., Orlando, Fla.
Cox, Harvard 1110 Illinois St., Winter Park. Fla.
Cramp, David Walton 2108 Park Drive, Orlando. Fla.
Crane, Carol 1320 North State Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Crompton, Willard Chapaquoit, West Falmouth, Mass.
Crouse, Lillian l av 1403 South Hawthorne Road,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Cuninghame, Alison B. F. D. 2, Granville. Ohio
Custer. William Robert. • • 16305 Glynn Boad. Cleveland 12. O
Dalyrymple, Martha Ann Amory, Miss.
Daniel, Robert 3018 Westchester Ave.. Orlando, Fla.
Darty, Richard Walter Box 2, Lake Wales, Fla.
Davis. Delia Fay 368 Vitoria Ave.. Winter Park, Fla.
Davis. Hugh. . 159 East Lyman Ave.. Winter Park, Fla.
Davis, W illiam M 159 East Lyman Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Dawson, Charle; i B. 11 IK West Sixth St., Sanford, Fla.
Dawson, Law rence E.. • • .708 East North Bay St.. Tampa 3, Fla.
Dean, Marilynn 706 Braeside Road, Highland Park, III.
DeLano, Marv 215 Blvd. of the Presidents. Sarasota, Fla.
Name Address, Town, and Stale
Depperman, Norma- -La Roche Ave., Harrington Park, X. |.
De Uresti, Antonio Luis Villa Etchepherdia Hi Plateau
de Pharo, Biarritz, B. 1'. France
De Uresti, Jon Edith Villa Etchepherdia Hi Plateau
di' Pharo, Biarritz, H. 1'. France
De Uresti, |ose Maria Villa Etchepherdia Hi Plateau
ilr Pharo, Biarritz, B. I'. France
Dibner, Martin L562 Sunset Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
Dickson, Barbara 58 Wildwood Road, Ridgewood, N. |.
Diedrich, Joseph - -7101 Milwaukee Ave., Wauwautosa 9. Wis.
Dilley, foanne 630 Weber Avenue, Akron 3, Ohio
Dolid, Grayce 6353 Haring St., Forest Hills, L. I.. N. ^ .
Donnersberger, Anita 4210 Hampton Road,
Western Springs, 111.
Downing, Elizabeth .... 1801 Lauderdale Road, Louisville, Ky.
Draughon, Robert F. . • 184 Fast Harvard Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Drinkwater, Penelope Ann 208 Interlachen Avenue,
Winter Park, Florida
Dunn, Barbara 615 N.E. 26 Terrace, Miami 37, Florida
Durgin, Arthur Dudley- 136 Forest St.. Wellesle> Hills, Mass.
Dye. Paul 570 Scioto Street, Urbana, Ohio
Eastwood, Antoinette V. 2808 Terrace Road, S.E.,
Washington 20. I). C.
Eddy, Charles Z. . . . . 1595 Unionport Road, New York 62, N. Y.
F.ilens. |ames 1226 37th Street, Orlando, Florida
Egan, Monica Box 38, Fernandina, Florida
Eickelberg, fean 490 Melrose Ave., W inter I'ark. Fla.
Ellis, Helen' H. Capleville, Tenn.
Elliott. Donald |oseph 126 |ohnston Ave., Cohoes, N. Y.
Emery, Carleton Cutten 1135 Lakeview Drive,
Winter Park, Fla.
Emery, Theodore Evans 1135 Lakeview Drive,
Winter I'ark, Fla.
Emery, Weston Lewis 1135 Lakeview Drive,
W inter Park, Fla.
Endriss, foanne K. 863 Ruth Ave., Mansfield, Ohio
Entwistle, Frank
J.
8850 Vaux St., Philadelphia 20. Pa.
Ernster, |im 225 West Hircliwood Drive, Hinsdale, HI.
Estes. fessie Virginia- 1611 Ingleside Ave., Jacksonville 5, Fla.
Every, Walter Richard. - 512 Revilo Blvd., Daytona Beach, Fla.
Faber, Lloyd D. 4580 Colerain Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Faile, Sally R.F.D. 1, Westport, Conn.
Farrens, Gerald 100S Lynch Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla.
Fay, Peter 3316 N.E. 18th St., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Feinberg, Harriet 141 E. 88th St., New York 28, N. Y.
Fcnderson. Kendriek I'll ^ppian Waj Snell Isli
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Ferguson, Allis Longboat Key, Sarasota. Fla.
Ferguson, Robert - • • -245 Woodbridge Ave., Buffalo 14, N. Y.
Ferris, Suzanne E. P. O. Box 1026, Pine castle, Fla.
Fetner, William - - - - 802 South Dillard St., Winter Garden, Fla.
Fines, Helen G. (Mrs.) Piatt Road, Marcellus, X. Y.
Fisher, Howard- -354 Winthrop Road, West Englewood, X. J.
Fisher, Margaret S. 835 Madison Ave.. New York, X. Y.
Fitzgerald, John Edw ard 1 122 Sev enth St.. Palmetto, Fla.
Kit/water, Robert X. 81 Pleasant Ave., Elkins, W. Va.
Flanagan, Earl F. 1650 Lakeside Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Flannelly, fohn Vincent 28 Hanover Circle, Lynn, Mass.
Flowers, Kenneth Ray 406 Penn Ave., Clearwater, Fla.
Fowler, Marjorie Ann- 1018 Nottingham Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Franklin, George 101 W. 33rd St., Hialeah, Fla.
Fredrick, [anet 325 | asinine Ave., Orlando. Fla.
Freeman, fane 5421 Harwood Road, Bethesda II Md.
Friedland, ' Bernard Box 124, Maitland, Fla.
Friendland, Nathan Box 124. Maitland. Fla.
Friedman, Joseph 501 W. Avery St., Pensacola. Fla.
Fry, Shirles, June 794 E. Exchange St., Akron 6, Ohio
Fulton, Helen Yvonne 455 Orange Ave., Bartow, Fla.
Furey, Patricia E. 728 North Su erlin, Orlando, Fla.
Garner, Ann Elizabeth - 26 Belleview Ct., Delray Beach, Fla.
Gates, Charlotte Virginia 8500 X. Flagler Drue,
West Palm Beach. Fla.
Gentile, Delores B. 945 Lake Adair Blvd., Orlando. Fla.
Gentry, Doris V.- - -4001 Spruce Ave., West Palm Beach, Fla.
German, Patricia Anne 4000 Cathedral Ave., X.W ..
Washington. D. C.
Giguere, Virginia Box 300 B, Route 1, Plant City, Fla.
Gillespie, T. Carlton - - 124 1 Richmond Road. Winter Park. Fla.
Glatthar, Richard 1149 Hadleigh Road, Cleveland, Ohio
Godfrev, Barbara fune Valley View, Franklin. Ohio
Godfrey, Thomas.. 318 E. Prospect. Ottawa, 111.
Gooeh, William 458 Melrose. Ave.. Winter Park, Fla.
Name Address, inn n, and Stale
Goodman, fulie- . • • 4414 X. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee II, Wis.
Goodwin, Herman 117 Zelma St., Orlando, Fla.
Cordon. William R. 72 Antwerp St., Milton 86, Mass.
Gorman, |ane E. 22.S Annie St., Orlando, Fla.
Cranberry, Edwin 201 Phelps Ave., Winter I'ark, Fla.
Gray, |ohn L. 639 Jessamine St., West Palm Beach, Fla.
Greene, Philip I). 868 X. I'ark Ave., Winter Park. Fla.
Croves. Ivor D. 1820 Pelham Road, Winter Park, Fla.
Grulke, |ames Max 2 IS W est Rivo Alio Island,
\Pa ni Beach, Fla.
Guarisco, Virginia 501 Brashear Ave., Morgan C.ty, La.
Gundelach, Charles 31 Briarcl ti LaDue,
St. Louis County 5, Mo.
Gunter, Mary [o 205 Margaret St., Talladega, Ala.
Hache, Margot- - • 25 San Luis St., Santiago de los Caballeros,
Dominican Republic, Wc si Indies
Haenichen, Kaye ISO Fast 33rd Street, Apt. 56,
Patterson I. New |ers >
1 1 age, Fred 500 W. Core Ave.. Orlando, Fla.
Hagood, Thomas A. 1206 E. kaley Ave., Orlando. Fla.
Haley, Mary L. 900 Palmer Ave., Winter I'ark, Fla.
Hall, Cornelia Trenton Road, |ackson, Tenn.
Hamblen, Harold S. Box 211, Rockledge, Fla.
Hancock. Harry- 1600 X. Ft. Harrison Ave., Clearwater. Fla.
Hansen, Alice 112 South I'ark Ave.. Winter Park, Fla.
Hansen. Donald 112 South I'ark Ave.. Winter I'ark, Fla.
Harder, Alice |oanne 285 Forest Ave., (den Ridge, X. |.
Hardman, Sam - -227 West New England Ave.. Winter Park, Fla.
Hardy, Lois Upper River Road, Louisville, Ky.
Harland, Robert 657 Park Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Hair, Virginia 8101 W . Penn St.. Philadelphia 29. Pa.
Harra, Charles 1801 Morrison Ave.. Tampa 6. Fla.
Hartley, John Frederick. 403 X.W'. 44th St.. Miami 87, Fla.
Hastings, Gail 227 Silver Lane, East Hartford, Conn.
Haven, Rosemary Forrest City, Ark.
Haworth, Lawrence 1342 Ridge Road, II ewood. 111.
Hedrick, Beverly. - -728 X. W. 38th St., Oklal a City, Okla.
Hegler, Harry 1214 Greenwood Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Heideman, Cynthia 115 Henlej Dr., Birmingham, Mich.
Hendrix, Agness 80S Pineview Ave., Goldsboro, X. C.
Hennig, Alison 29 Central Court. Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Herpel, Gretchen 228 Sunset lid.. W est Palm Beach, Fla.
Hetzel, |anet 1610 Park Avenue, Sanford, Fla.
Hidey, Sail) 843 Chilton Lane. Wilmette, 111.
Hill, Mary Frances Box 209. Swarthmore, Pa.
Hill, Richard 189 Fast Lyman Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Hillyard, Bickley 2710 Douglas St., St. [oseph, Mo.
Hoffman, Marilyn- - -6476 Grand Vista Ave., Cincinnati 18, ().
Holden, Rachel L. 1015 Lake Davis Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Holdt, Eleanor 2809 S. E. list Ave.. Portland 2, Oregon
Hollister, Richard 50 Oakwood Ave.. Rye, X. V.
Holton, Raymond Box 1220, St. Augustine, Fla.
Honaker, Gerald 012 Vassar Ave.. Orlando, Fla.
Hood, Helen |ane 620 F. Marks St., Orlando. Fla.
Horch, Franklin 810 Riverside Drive, New York 25. X. Y.
Horner, Roland Gilbert St.. Box Y, Monroe, X. V.
Horton, Kenneth 845-18 Ave. S., St. Petersburg. Fla.
Howland, I,. Philip 582 S. Summerlin St.. Orlando, Fla.
Hubbard, Connie 31 Orne Street, Marblehead, Mass.
Hubbard, Percy fohn Box 818. Chautauqua, X. Y.
Hudgens, Daniel- 1574 Sunset Drive. Winter Park, Fla.
Hughes, Carolyn 206 West 9th St.. Cullman. Ala.
I I mi ii net. Eleanor E. 1204 W. Main St.. Richmond, Kv.
Humphreys, Robert 489 X. E. "A" St., Linton. Indiana
Huntoon, Mania Ann 243 Hobart Ave., Short Hills, X. J.
Iluska, fohn 188 Bern Street. Torrington, Conn.
Hutchison, Claudia 1029 Hillbrook Lane, X. W.,
Washington 16. D. C.
Imand, fames 1861 S.W. 14 Street. Miami. Florida
|ackson.' Patricia Ann 118 N. Thorton, Orlando. Fla.
James, Harry 230 Page Ave.. Orlando. Fla.
James, Stuart 1589 Glencoe Ave., Winter I'ark. Fla.
Jenkins, Bnrris 289 Central I'ark West, Xew York. X. Y.
Jenkins, Florence Patricia 7644 North Beach Drive.
Milwaukee II, Wisconsin
|enkins, Edythe Milbrey- - -689 F. Amelia Ave., Orlando, Fla.
|ensen, Doris Louise 841 Oak Park. Des Moines 13. Iowa
Joerns, |oan 824 Clark St.. Stevens Point. Wisconsin
Johnson, George W. -8051 Howell Mill Road X.W'.. Atlanta, Ga.
Johnson, |ames D. 1005 Edgewater Drive. Orlando, Fla.
Johnson, Richard L. 1359 Pine St.. Wahoo, Nebr.
Name Address, Town, and State
Johnson, Wilbur E. 14 Wilson Drive, Ben Avon Heights,
Pittsburgh 2! Pa.
fohnston, Lois 10(i2.S South Hoyne Ave., Chicago 43, III.
[ones, Elizabeth Ann 218 Trammel! St., Calhoun, Ga.
Jordan, Pearl. 2730 Dryden Road, Shaker Heights 22, Ohio
|ordis, Velenthel 717 Locust St., Coshocton, Ohio
lungclas, foyce 101 Linden Drive, Wyoming 15, Ohio
Justice, Neil <S Boston Way, Biltmore, N. C.
Keiter, Martha 1580 George St., Orlando, Fla.
Kelly, Clyde 135 Prospect Ave., Sarasota, Fla.
Kelly, [ames A. Eagles Nest Hote l, Punta Gorda, Fla.
Kincaid, Stu nt M. 763 Maryland Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
King. Donald 1011 Palmer St., Orlando, Fla.
King. Laura F. ... 19 Euclid Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson 6, N. Y.
King, Martha 906 Alhambra Court, Orlando, Fla.
Kirby, Harriet 1454 W. Decatur St., Decatur 32. 111.
kirk. Shirley 4523 Regent St., Philadelphia 43, Pa.
Klinefelter, Paul "Littlefield", Flourtown, Pa.
Knauer, William 600 Brookhaven Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Knecht, Charles Box 1, Palm Bay, Fla.
Knight, Aim 1304 N. Main St., Wheaton, 111.
knight, Emily Route 6, Box 140K, Orlando, Fla.
Knight, Rhoda F. 126 Chesapeake Ave., Tampa 6, Fla.
Knott, Richard 834 Congress St., Ottawa, 111.
Koc h, William Fred Box 202, Delray Beach, Fla.
Koos, Virginia 804 Ramapo Way, Westfield, N. J.
Kuehl, Warren Bettendorf, Iowa
Kuykendall, (ames 1023 Glendonjo Dr., Orlando, Fla.
LaBoiteaux, Edith 750 Woodbine Ave., Glendale, Ohio
Ladd, Sally 214 South State St., Elgin, 111.
I.aim. Marilyn- 13 1 New London Turnpike, Norwich, Conn.
Lambert, M. Glenn. .1600 S.E. Eighth St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Lambert, Mark O. 531 Grove Park Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Lambert, Robert. . . . 1600 S.E. Eighth St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Lamberton, [. Louis 905 S. Euclid Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Landley, Wilson Box 3811, Orlando, Fla.
Langley, fames Edward. . . 655 Park Ave., N., Winter Park, Fla.
Lanier. Sidney 2836 Park St., Jacksonville, Fla.
Lamed, Gardner 942 Bonita Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Larsen, David Route 2, Scenic Drive, The Dalles, Oregon
Law w ill, Margaret 227 West Brown Road,
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
Layton, Nancy 1405 Spring Lake Drive, Orlando, Fla.
Leonard, Joan Norwell R.F.D., Cohasset, Mass.
Levene, Henry 556 Lawrence Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Lewis, Barbara 3903 Sheridan Ave., Miami Beach, Fla.
Liberman, Cyrus 50 Columbia St., Brookline, Mass.
Likely, Priscilla 1160 Filth Ave., 412, New York 29, N. Y.
Lipscomb, fean 1217 Parkway, Austin, Texas
Lister, Leo 425 Missouri Ave., St. Cloud, Fla.
Little, Cynthia Country Clul> Lane, [ackson, Tenn.
Little, Edwin Box 665, Orlando, Fla.
Liu, Nien Feng No. 1 Custom House Residence,
Handling Kai, Hankow, China
Llano. Olga 3506 Tenth St., Tampa 5, Florida
Lovell, Anne Route 1, Box 243, Sanford, Fla.
Lowe. Charles L. 1422 N. Y. Ave., St. Cloud, Fla.
McBryde, Myron Box 182, Rockingham, N. C.
McCall, Betty K. 2623 East Central Ave., Orlando, Fla.
McCall, John Temple Box 985, Winter Park, Fla.
MacCardell, Cameron Wilshire House, Apt. 1508;
134 W. 58th St.; New York 19, N. Y.
McCauley, Eugene General Delivery, Winter Park, Fla.
McCauslin, Jack Montverde School, Montverde, Fla.
McCormick, Nellie 624 Lexington Ave., Orlando, Fla.
McCreery, David 1631 Lasbury Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
McCue, Robert Arthur - • • -8633 Greenwood Ave., Minister, Ind.
McCue, Robert Foster 1021 Harwood Ave., Orlando, Fla.
McDaniel, Van Louis. . .701 N. Forrest St., Forrest City, Ark.
Mc Donald, Martha - . . 3423 Clendon Dr., Chattanooga 4, Tenn.
Mac Donald. Tom 1177 Oaks Blvd., Winter Park, Fla.
Mc Donne ll, Miles Chapline 501 Larchlea Dr.,
Birmingham, Mich.
McDowall, Sally 1360 Alabama Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
McElwee, Theodore Box 223, Holbrooke Road,
Chicago I [eights, Illinois
Me Falls. Fred 412 South Aycock St., Greensboro, N. C.
McKeithan, Daviel 924 Bradshaw Terrace, Orlando, Fla.
McKinney, Harold 1307 Trinidad Ave., N. E.,
Washington 2. D. C.
McLaughlin, Barbara •• 1308 East Robinson Ave., Orlando, Fla.
McLcish, Murray Box 43, 401 Niblic Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Name Address. Town, and State
Me Me-ne my, James E. 79 Fairview Ave., Stamford, Conn.
Maass, Carolyn 224 Renal Palm Way, Palm Beach, Fla.
Madsen, William 2001 Harrison St., Orlando, Fla.
Magruder, Nancy Rt. 6. Box 411 A, Orlando, Fla.
Malis, Michael- - - -616 Washington Ave., New Haven 11. Conn.
Mallett, Isabel 2782 Greenbay Lane. Jacksonville 7. Fla.
Muring. Frances. . . . 1139 Bay Street, N. E., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Markland, Franklin
f.
47 East Shore' Road,
Port Washington, L. I., N. Y.
Marks, Gordon Box 92, Ormond Beach, Fla.
Martin, James P. 8 East Princeton Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Martin, Madge 8 East Princeton Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Master, Joe 751 High Street, Ne wark, N. J.
May, Patricia 505 Park Lane, Bethesda 14, Md.
Mayer, Francis Route 1, Box 376, Winter Park, Fla.
Meares, William
J.
407 Howard Stree t, Plant City, Fla.
Meckstroth, Marilyn 636 Park Lake Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Meifert, David Wallace R.F.D. 6, Orlando, Fla.
Meifert, Richard R.F.D. 6, Orlando, Fla.
Mellon, James F. 2530 Maryland Ave., Tampa 6, Fla.
Meyer. Patricia 210 West Pa. Ave., DeLand, Fla.
Michaels, Willa 16 Grandview Ave., Pleasantville, N. Y.
Miller, Elaine 145 N.W. 31st Street, Miami 37, Florida
Miller, Esther Marion - • • -616 Normal Ave., Stevens Point, Wis.
Miller, Robert D. 2014 Cornell Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Milligan, Jenny 2000 East Hight St.. Springfield, Ohio
Mills, Suzanne 1639 Dermont St., Orlando. Fla.
Monroe, Sheila Scjuire Road, Roxbury, Conn.
Moody, Henrv S. 804 N. Collins St., Plant City, Flu.
Mooers, Martha R. D. 1, Babson Park, Fla.
Mooney, George Box 163, Winter Park, Fla.
Mooney, Ottis A. Box 163, Winter Park, Fla.
Moore,' Billie 503 E. Street, North Wilkesboro, N. C.
Morgan, Nancy 535 13 Ave., Huntington 1, W. Va.
Morris, Mona Lou .... 3234 South Glebe Road, Arlington, Va.
Morrison, Nancy Jane 413 Seaview Axe., Palm Beach. Fla.
Morrow, Eileen Minocqua, Wis.
Mosack, Clara 14324 Woodmont Road, Detroit 27, Mich.
Motch, Edwin 19000 South Park Blvd..
Shaker Heights 22, Ohio
Mountcastle, Margy 421 East San Marino Dr.,
Miami Beach 39, Fla.
Mulholland, Marcia 3758 Brookside Road, Toledo 6, Ohio
Mullen, Albert 19 Merrill Street, Dorchester 21, Mass.
Mullen, Thomas E. 756 North Maury, Memphis, Tenn.
Munson, George • • • • 420 East Crawford Ave., Connellsville, Pa.
Murphey, John T. 136 West 4th St., New York, N. V.
Murphy. Gerald R. - 963 10th Ave. South, St. Petersburg 7, Fla.
Muszvnski, John N. Box 940, Orlando, Fla.
Natolis, Francis
J.
2754 S.W. 12th St., Miami 35. Fla.
Neide, Nancy L.' 770 Bonita Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Ne lson, June C. 802 Georgia Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Newbern, Kenneth 306 E. Clifton St., Tampa 4, Fla.
Norris, Marjorie Mac 31 Church St., Winchester, Mass.
Northrup, |ohn W. 1225 Mt. Vernon Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Odom, Troy Paul Zellwood, Fla.
Ogilvie, lames W. 1015 S. Kentucky Ave., Orlando, Fla.
O'Hara, William D. 15246 Vine St., Harvey, III.
Oglesbv, Alys 552 Roscoe St., Chicago, 111.
Olsen, Dorothy D. 2190 Aloma Ave., Winter Park. Fla.
O'Neal, Alice H 1040 W. 42nd St., Indianapolis 8, Ind.
Ortiz-Busigo, Armando 55 Estrella St., San German,
Puerto Rico
Osten, Henry Van Dyne. -9 Cedar Place, Garden City, L.I., N. Y.
Ott, Beverly F. East Duval St., Lake City, Fla.
Ott, Janet A. 78 DeKalb St., Tonawanda, N. Y.
Page, Ben G. Lake Holden Hills, Orlando. Fla.
Palmer, Willard Duval 200 Alexander St., Plant City. Fla.
Parker, Gloria J. 1314 Forest Glen Dr.. Winnetka,
111.
Pattishall, Patricia |ane 627 Park Lake Ave., Orlando. Fla.
Patton, Marjorie Janet 1902 Broadway, Springfield, Ohio
Peacock. Calvin J. Pahokee,
Fla.
Peel, Alice E. . . 125 Wisteria Ave., Orlando. Fla.
Peeples, Gus Route I, Box 440 P, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Pellington, Montine 818 Orlando Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Pemberton, Harrison J. 705 East Pine St.. Orlando, Fla.
Peoples, Joseph
' 414 East Church St.. Orlando, Fla.
Pe te rs. Mar> Malta 3909 Barce lona. Tampa 6, Fla.
Phillips, Arthur V. 413 East Pin.' St.. Orlando. Fla.
Pickens. Thomas M. 44 Fairview St., YonkerS 3, N. V
Pierce, Charles L. Fore st Lake Academy, Maitland, Fla.
Pierce, Patricia • - 4401 Banyan Lane. Bay Point. Miami. Fla.
Name Address, Town, and State
Pittman, William 530 Lake St.. Orlando, Fla.
Podmore, Richard Clark. 1310 Nottingham Ave., Orlando. Fla.
Polak, Frank KM S.W. 20th Ave., Miami 36, Fla.
Pollard, Robert Sabin 315 Libby Ave., Ridgewood, N. [.
Popeck, [oseph 101 Sherman St.. Passaic. X. |.
Porter, May 1301 Delaney, Orlando, Fla.
Posten, Carol Ann. - Apt. 305C, 2 1 S. Glebe Rd., Arlington, Va.
Pottinger, Elizabeth May 316 Magnolia, Orlando, Fla.
Prince, Marie A. Main Street, South Hamilton, Mass
Quarrie, Margaret K. 1100 Park Ave. V, Winter Park, Fla.
Bagsdale, Margaret Nairn Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
Ragsdale, Robert E. Nairn Drive, W inter Park, Fla.
Rainaud, |ohn E. 232 Colonv St., Meriden, Conn.
Ransdell, Charles A. Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla.
Rapettie, Vincent A. Route 1. Box OS. W inter Park, Fla.
Rawlings, Barbara Ann 204 B DeSales Ave., Mobile. Ala.
Redding, Jack Lee Pulaski, Tenn.
Reed, Rachel 724 Bonita Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
Reed, Ralph C. Jr. 1613 Orangewood Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Reese, Marjorie 2371 Club Road, Columbus 8, Ohio
Rehni, Perdita 64 West Street. Beverly Farms, Mass.
Reiehard. Wilmary Hose New Street, Maitland, Fla.
Reinhardt, fean L. .1028 Last [uneau Ave., Milwaukee 2, Wis.
Reinsmith, Sandra L. 132 South lTtli St., Allentown, Pa.
Reynolds, Robert 32 Wilson Court, Oilando, Fla.
Riddle, Donald 450 Clarendon Road, Winter Park, Fla.
Rinek, William II. - -443 Marlborough Ave., Detroit 15, Mich.
Rinker, Marshall. . . 2111 S. Flagler Dr., West Palm Beach, Fla.
Robbins, Bartow T. Box 352, Boynton Beach, Florida
Robinson, Charles - • • -828 National Road, West Richmond, Ind.
Rodenbaugh, Harris 1100 Montana Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Roebuck, Betty 445 29th St., West Palm Beach, Fla.
Romer, Jeannine 1231 Epworth St., S.W., Atlanta, Ga.
Roose, Walter R. 183 Wethersfield Ave., Hartford 6, Cum.
Rosevear, Edward 15 East Rosevear Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Roth, Barbara 1182 South Wildwood, Kankakee, 111.
Rothermel, Mary Louis. 3643 Knollwood Dr., Houston 6, Texas
Rounds, Elaine J. 1729 Taylor Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Rowswell, Albert K. Fox Chapel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Royal, Thomas 751 Antonette Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Rudd, Stanley R. 46 Gracelyn Road. Ashville, N. C.
Rupert, Elizabeth Ann - - • -416 Fairfax Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Sakkis, Gus 508MSouth Osceola Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Salamanca, Raoul El Campesina, Washington Grove, Md.
Salario, Yarda (Mrs.) Box 451, Winter Park, Fla.
Sanders, William Frederick .... 318 Cornell Road, Ottawa, 111.
Sauerbrun, Richard 43 Hillside Road, Elizabeth, N. ).
Sayers, Jack T. Box 235, Clermont, Fla.
Saviors, Richard 321 Jackson St., Decatur, Ind.
Schafer, Wm. W. • . - - 105 N. Peninsula St., Coronado Beach, Fla.
Schatz, Richard A. - - - - 1550 Asylum Ave., West Hartford. Conn.
Schmidt, Ruth 96 Courier Blvd., Kenmore 17, N. Y.
Schneider, Gloria 31 Warwick Road, Muneie, Ind.
Schneider, Jean L. 163 Glendonwynne Road.
ToroTito 9, Ontario, Canada
Schultz, Stanley A.. 333 East Comstock Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Schulz, Edith R. 116 Alexander Place. Winter Park, Fla.
Schwartz, Milton E. 2055 Cruger Ave., Bronx 60,
New York, N. Y.
Schwing, Pauline R. • -960 North Orlando Ave, Winter Park, Fla.
Scott, Frank S. 401 Hillcrest, Orlando, Fla.
Sellers, Wallace 2555 Laurel Road, Jacksonville 7, Fla.
Setzer, Robert D. 804 Bayside Dr., Tampa 6, Fla.
Seymour, [ames Carlyle- -118 Columbia Ave., Wilmington, N. C.
Shaffer, Rosann 3565 Brookside Road, Toledo 6, Ohio
Shapiro, Paula B. 410 Upland Road, Llkins Park 17, Pa.
Shaw, Riolama 352 Morewood Parkway, Rocky River;
Cleveland 16, Ohio
Sheketoff, Zelda Ann - • • 103 Walbridge Road. "Square Acre";
West Hartford 7, Conn.
Shelton, William R. 1900 Karolina Ave., Wintei Park. Fla.
Shollenberger, John L. • -662 South Highland Ave., Marion. Pa.
Sholley, Peter B. • • • -221 Prince Street, West Newton 6.5, Mass.
Shute, Sarah M. 317 E. Windsor St.. Monroe, N. C.
Sibbernsen, Everts S. • -5210 Davenport St.. Omaha 3, Nebr.
Simmons, Harold Eugene 2423 Oberlin St., Orlando, Fla.
Simpson, C. Parker, 8 Stratford Road, Melrose 70, Mass.
Sinclair, Mary Louise- -702 South Fielding Ave., Tampa 6, Fla.
Sirmons, Edward Tavares, Fla.
Sisson, Don Ward Box 1, Indian River City, Fla.
Smathers, Robert H. 986 Blue Ridge Ave.. Atlanta, Ga.
Smedstad, Victor 202 North Benton, Palatine. 111.
Name Address, Town, and State
Smith, Alice E. 39 North Ninth St., Allentown. Pa.
Smith, Anne B. 3512 Riverside Ave., Jacksonville 5, Fla.
Smith. Elizabeth 1204 Shady Lane Dr., Orlando. Fla.
Smith, James Sherman (Stokes) 153 Lyman Ave.,
Winter Park, Fla.
Smith, Lee 1460 S.W. Fourth St.. Miami. Fla.
Smith, Raymond Bockway 1135 South Summerlin St.,
Orlando, Fla.
Sim the. William R. 63 I Colonial Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Sommer, Marjorie 130 Edgehill Court, Peoria 5. Illinois
Sommer, Mary Lou 1702 Mose Ave., Peoria 5, Illinois
Sorey, Catharine 52L1! Delaney St., Orlando, Fla.
Spencer. George M. 214 E. 18th St., Sanford, Fla.
Sprandel, W illiam F. 007 South Lee, Garrett, Ind.
Stacy, Valerie- 1930 North Prospect Ave., Milwaukee 2, Wis.
Stanciu, Josette E. Route 1, Box 187, Winter Park, Fla.
Stanley, Barbara Anne - - 318 Clenridge Boad. Dayton 9, Ohio
Starobin, Phyllis 138 West Beach St.. Long Beach, N. V
Starr, Abraham Lewis - - • . 1200 E. Robinson Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Stenbock-Fermor, Andre 80 Lafayette Ave.
Sea Cliff, L. [., N 'I
Stevens. Clyde E. Box 1005. St. Cloud, Fla.
Stevens, Lois Anne - . 1920 North Orange Ave., Orlando, Flaa.
Stone, Clarence K. 530 Conroj Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Stone, Dorothy 1411 Clinton Blvd., Bloomington, 111.
Stone, Louis Edward 1147 South Pennsylvania Ave.,
Winter Park. Fla.
Stripling, John 29 West Colonial Drive, Orlando Fla
Strong, Daniel 149 Cheltou Circle, Winter Park, Fla.
Sulman, Bernice (Mrs.) 1225 North Orange Ave.,
Orlando, Fla.
Suit/bach, Forrest 436 N. Shine St., Orlando, Fla.
Sutliff, Patricia- 11 W. Lucerne Circle, Apt. 5, Orlando, Fla.
Sutton, John R.- - - 121 Morse Blvd., Apt. 2ot, Winter Park, Fla.
Swacker, Arthur W. 4507 Clarence Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Swindle, Edgar 11408 Prairie Ave., Chicago 28, 111.
Tai, Johnson 12, Fu-Shi Garden, Ten Shi Boad,
Shanghai, China
Talton, Milford F. 094 Jackson, Winter Park, Fla.
Tate, Wilson 2249 Faws Str., Jacksonville 7, Fla.
Taylor, Fred Route 3, Box 552, Orlando, Fla.
Teagarden, Jack Box 504, Pine Castle, Fla.
Tennant, Patricia - - 83-09 Talbot St., Kew Gardens 15, N. Y.
Tennis, Edgar Hall Star Route, Valparaiso, Fla.
Terry, Harriet P. 1030 James Street, Syracuse 3, N. Y.
Thaegard, Norma lean 2022 Poineianna Ave., Box 606,
Fort Myers, Fla.
Thomas, |esse |ames 2508 16th Ave., W., Bradenton, Fla.
Th ason, Sidney Jacqueline 640 Park Lake Ave.,
Orlando, Fla.
Thompson Pierre - Davis Shores, Box 704, St. Augustine, Fla.
Tomasko, Andrew Box 206, Ormond, Florida
Trisman, Maud 201 Brewer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Tully, Cordon 37 Forest Ave., Glen Ridge. N. J.
Turley, Ann Lewis 814 West Main St., Richmond, Kv.
Turner, Keith S. 3901 21 St., Box 42, Lubbock, Texas
Tuthill, Palmer 470 N. Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Upthegrove, Mary Clair- 1417 Granger Ave., Ann Arbor. Mich
Van Buren, Cornelius 47 Chesnut Ave., Larch nt, N. Y.
Van Hoose, Cecil W. 24 16 Lexington Ave., Ashland, Ky
Van Metre, John 1225 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
Van Sickle, Patricia - - -403 F. Jefferson St., Crawfordsville, Ind.
Van Zile, Nancy Lee 1028 Ocean Blvd. (Box 427),
Atlantic Beach, l i t.
Verdin, Sylvia I Alicante 74, Col. Alamos Mexico.
I). F., Mexico
Vincent Walter Ernest. • 16 North Summerlin Ave.. Orlando, Fla.
Violante, Edward [. 4445 Sixteenth St., Detroit 8, Mich.
Virella, Alice 2713 Morgan St.. Tampa 3, Fa.
Volkert Jeanne - - • -Frederica Dr., Rt. 5. Box 20. Orlando. Fla.
Voorhis, Elinore 936 Lake Adair Blvd., Orlando, Fla.
Wagner, Lawrence Box 664, Mount Dora, Fla.
Walker, Ernie 2943 Chapel Hill Boad, Durham. N. C.
Walker James C. . • 817!; Colfview Terrace, Winter Park. Fla.
Walker, Marilyn 740 S. Negley Ave., Apt. 202.
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Walker. Randolph 140 Virginia Dr., Winter Park. Fla.
W alker, Richard P. 415 Lakeview Ave., Orlando. Fla.
Wallace. John Graham 620 Lucerne Circle, Orlando. Fla.
Walsh. Howard 1104 Overbrook Dr., Orlando, Fla.
Walters. Howard B. Clermont, Fla.
Name Address, Town, and State
Waring, Barbara Joan 33 West Willamette Ave.
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Warner, William Max - -813 N. Halifax Ave., Daytona Beach, Fla.
Warren, Patricia Ann 2435 E. 28th St., Tulsa 5, Okla.
Weaver, Ethel Beaverdam Road, Asheville, N. C.
Weller, Evelyn 520 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Weston, Zoe 2709 Columbus Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla.
Wharton, William 818 Ellwood, Orlando, Fla.
Wheaton, Patricia 3557 St. Albans Road,
Cleveland Heights 21, Ohio
Wheeler, Jolie 433 Palmer St., Orlando, Fla.
Whidden, Wiley Roy - - - - 1311 N. Ferncreek Ave., Orlando, Fla.
White, Marv Elizabeth 220 East Canton St.,
Winter Park, Fla.
Whitley, Dulcie E. Cumberland Head, R. F. D. 2,
Plattsburg, N. Y.
Whitley, Marv Jane Cumberland Head, R. F. D. 2,
Plattsburg, N. Y.
W hitney, Charles E. • 14308 Superior Road, Cleveland 18, Ohio
Name Address, Town, and State
Whittle, Norman Trammell Box 65, Haines City, Fla.
Williams, Billie Dean 755/2 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Winter Park, Fla.
Williams, Margaret Ann 508 Piedmont Ave.,
Kings Mountain, N. C.
Williamson, Adeline 3 Skyland Terrace, Canton, N. C.
Williamson, Franklyn Lee - • 199 Osceola Court, Winter Park, Fla.
Willox, William Ingraham 605 East Marks, Orlando, Fla.
Wilson, Edwin Robert • 375 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn 17, N. Y.
Windham, Billy A. 137 E. Concord Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Windham, James Edward- 137 E. Concord Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Witherell, Robert 1479 Glencoe Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Wittbold, John George 9805 Riverdale Drive, Grosse He, Mich.
Wittbold, William John . . 9805 Riverdale Drive, Gross He, Mich.
Wolking, Dorothy E. Lockhart, Fla.
Wood, Ramona B Salsbury Cove, Maine
Wray, James Laban Box 2292, Little Rock, Ark.
Wright, Genevieve 9 Prospect St., Norwood, N. Y.
Wright, J. Wilson Eldridge Park, Elmira, N. Y.
R. C. BAKER'S
*
We have been clothing Rollins men for
fifteen years
PARK AVENUE WINTER PARK
J. CALVIN MAY
JEWELER
•
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING
ENGRAVING
352 P. A. So. Phone: 891
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
FRANCES SLATER
SPORTS CLOTHES
*
San Juan Hotel Building
ORLANDO FLORIDA
LOHR-LEA SHOP
Your Favorite ('lassies
• McMULLEN DRESSES
• TINA LISA BATHING SUITS
• BRAEMER SWEATERS
• GLENTHISTLE TWEEDS
208 E. PARK AVE. WINTER PARK
The
REXALL STORE
216 EAST PARK
PHONE 796 OR 797
SODAS SUNDRIES
PRESCRIPTIONS
DALLAS BOWER
COLLEGE GARAGE
•
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
BODY WASH AND PAINTING
•
We Cater to Rollins Students
Phone 115
Dependable Real Estate Sales and Service
Since 1904
The Winter Park Land
Company
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
128 Park Ave., South
COMPLIMENTS
RELIABLE CLEANERS
"One Bloek From Campus"
"ZORIC" System Cleaning
Berlou Guaranteed Mothproofing
Office-Plant 140 W. Fairbanks
Winter Park
COMPLIMENTS
WINTER PARK
INSURANCE AGENCY
Insurance Plus Sen ice
128 PARK AVE WINTER PARK
JOSEPH BUMBY
HARDWARE COMPANY
"SPORTING GOODS
HEADQUARTERS"
The Best in Entertainment
FLORIDA STATE
THEATERS
In Winter Park
—
THE BEAUTIFUL COLONY
*
In Orlando
—
THE BEACHAM
*
In Colonialtown
THE VOGUE
THE CAMEO
On Church Street
—
THE RIALTO
On Church Street
THE ROXY
*
On Pine Street
THE GRAND
A Modern Theater for Even/ Taste
and Purse
SERVING ROLLINS
and
CENTRAL FLORIDA
SHOWALTER AIRPORT
Where
"It's Fun to Fly"
Rt. 426 Two Miles East
WINTER PARK
COMPLIMENTS OF
Dubsdread Country Club
TO ROLLINS STUDENTS
GOLF TENNIS
SWIMMING # RIDING
J)kJuctilw
HOME OF SOUTHLAND FASHIONS
HARPER'S
TAVERN
"Everything a Good
Tavern Should Be"
Winter Pork
RESTAURANT
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
DANCING
539 W. Fairbanks Avenue
FLORIDA FUTURES
Keeping in step with the growth
of Central Florida, Ivey's is con-
stantly improving its services, re-
arranging and redecorating its
departments to make shopping
more pleasant for the discrimin-
ating people who desire quality
in merchandise and service.
The Fashion and {hialiti/ Store Since 1894
IN WINTER PARK
The
SANDSPUR BOOK SHOP
RENTAL LIBRARY * CARDS * STATIONERY
476 North Orange
IN ORLANDO
THE BOOK NOOK
LUCY LITTLE
THE COLLEGE FLORIST
ANTIQUES
WINTER PARK FLORIDA
Compliments of . . .
O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S"
"Yotir Nearest Drugstore"
Phone 402 Delivery Service
Florida's Store for
College Clothes
+ SOCIETY BRAND
* HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
* VARSITY TOWN
Doorway to a College Man's World
AUTOGRAPHS




